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AN EXAMINATION OF THE VIABILITY OF CLASS CLIMATE
AS A USEFUL CONSTRUCT IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS *

Gerald A. Engstrom

Technical Report Na. 23

1981

A Study of Schooling is based upon the assumption that improving schools requires
knowing what is happening in and around them. A comprehensive data-base of contextual
information was obtained from students, teachers, administrators, parents and observers
at all grade levels in thirty -eight elementary and secondary purposively sampled schools. It
is strongly recommended that readers of any technical report In this series first read Technical Report
1Nlo. I which outlines the details, scope and limitation; of the Study as a whole.

It must be understood that this series of technical reports does not constitute the Study. Some
repot is are highly specific "molecular" inquiries while others take a more "molar" view
across data sources, schooling levels, etc. Some reports are more methodological in nature
arising out of issues in data analysis. Many of the reports quite naturally overlap in data
analysed and interpretations rendered. Somt authors have approached their task as
consisting mostly of data description' with little discussion beyond the presentation of the
data. Others have ventured further into the realm of interpretation and speculation. ft must
be further understood that data-based inferences can and do differ among researchers who come at
the data from differing points-of-view. -Authors, therefore, are duly acknowledged for each
report and are responsible for the material presented therein.

*This report was also supported by National Institute of Education

Grant g-79-0100
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AN EXAMINATION OF THE VIABILITY OF CLASS CLIMATE

AS A USEFUL CONSTRUCT IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

The emergence of educational processes and'settings as important foci

of study has stimulated the development of new methods of educational measure-

ment which attempt to measure the $f feet of ,processes and settings. Of these,

the so-called climate or environmental measures seem to be the most common.

Numerous studies have been completed using climate measures and the number

appears to be increasing. The Massachusetts Department of Education, for

example, recently completed a climate study using a statewide sample of the

public schools and it has subsequently circtuated a handbook to al of the

Massachusetts public schools giving instructions on how to conduct climate

studies in each school with the intent of "studying and improving the learning

climate.'" (Massachusetts Department of Education, n.d.)

But, in spite of the popularity of measures of climate for both re-

search and prograst evaluation, the actual parameters and meanings of the con-
',

struct remain vague and ill-defined. The construct is measured through the

use of survey-type instruments employing numerous scales of relarlvely high

inference items. The respondents are participants in various processes and

settings. While used in a variety of settings, the most freqoently ex:mined

is the classroom. Since this is so, this study will focus primarily on class

climate. But, even though the predictive validity of class climate measures

is by now well established--they consistently account for variance in cognitive

achievement beyond that accounted for by precourse achievement tests or by IQ

(Walberg, 1974)--the perceptual and highly inferential nature of climate

instruments make it difficult to determine exactly what accounts for this

increase in shared variance.
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This difficulty arises in part from differing conceptualizations of what

climate measures. The domain that climate measures is thought by some reseach-

ers to be the characteristics of those responding to the questionnaire (i.e.,

students), others feel that climate measures the results of actions and

characteristics of those in the leadership positions in a setting (i.e.,

teachers), and others feel that it measures characteristics of the setting

independent of the characteristics of the leadership or respondents.

This conceptual confusion creates a clear problem for one who is both

interested in improving schooling and is impressed and encouraged by the pre-

dictive validity ,f class climate measures. A dilemma exists. Although

climate helps explain achievement--and manipulating the-climate should, there-

fore, change achievement--there is no consensus as to what variables should be

changed to manipulate the climate. Even though specific scales of the instru-

ments can. be pointed to as the critical ones, the scales themselves are defined

abstractly and do not translate directly into observable behavior. Therefore,

it seems essential at this stage, when climate instruments are already being

used as a tool for evaluation and attempted change, that the climate construct

. be more clearly delineated. Thus. it is the purpose of\this study first to

more clearly define the parameters of class climate by seelcig_nt(letermlnetn_

what extent climate measures'characteristics of the setting alone of the leader

in the setting, and of the respondints to the questionnaire; and sectlisaly, to

compare class climate to other views of the classroom in an attempt to discover

concrete and man4-ulable co-variates to class climate.

The pot 'al significance of this study is clear. Student background

and IQ are the most powerful predictors of student achievement and little can

be done to manipulate them. Class climate, in contrast, has been found to



predict -a significant portion of the variance in achievement independent of

student baCkgroun6 ay IQ and class climate i potentially manipulable. If

this study were successful in more clearly delineating the domain measured by

class climate and in specifying concrete co-variates with climate, class cli-

mate would become a more precise and potentially useful instrument for both

- the researcher and the agents of school change.

Fi.ally, mention should be made of the applicability of the finding

of this study. After reviewing research on class climate, Randhawa and Fu

(1973) point out that "the locus of interest in educational measurement is

begidning to shift from measures of the individual to measures ot_the-Ediron-
____,

ment." This shift can b.: traced at least as far back as Blonm's (1964) appeal

\

for environmental-process research in education, and the 'trend iappears to be

accelerating. For example, Walberg (1974) reports.having received about 400

requests from investigators for,,,copies of the climate instrument he developed.

And, the use ot climate measuris for statewide evaluation in Massachusetts has

already 13,tten referred to.

The rise in the popularity of class climate measures has been hastened,

as Walberg (1974) points out, by the inability of traditional outcome measures

to shoviv.sign,ficant c1ifferenc4p An educational programs that are felt to be

quite different, and in,reccignItion of the fact that student aptitudewhich

is the focus.of most measurement and the source of the largest amount of

variance-cannot be manipulated, while the environment--which is also an

important source of variance--can be manipu,.ated.

This recognition of the limitations of traditional outcome measures

has fostered a search for tools of evaluation that measure different and

broader domains. Already,climate measure. are being used as one of these

tools. However, unless\the climate construct and the domain it measures are



more clearly delineated so we have a clearer understanding of what is being

measured, the usefulness'of the instrument will be.questionable. And in

ti spite of the potential malleability of the environment, the climate literature

to date has not offered a very clear guide to which aspects of the environment

would be the most promising and productive candidates for manipulation.

One reason for this lack of guidance is the conceptual confusion sur-

rounding the constrict of climate. While the conceptual confusion is discussed

more fully in the literature on organizational climate, the issue is the same.

1Te issue is to what degree climate represents individual attributes, or

characteristics of the setting. As a demonstrationgof how loosely the term is

used, Howe and Gavin (1974) constructed a continftum of climate studies which

ranged from studies which conceptualized climate as being a measure of organi-

,

zational attributes to studies which conceptualized climate to be a measure iL

individual attributes only. They found studies representing the full range of

this continuum.

Although they were not considering this issue of conceptual ambiguity,

Walberg and his-associates conducted a number of studies that are relevant.

Their studies were designed to validate the Getzels-Thelan theory of the class-

room as a social.system and they demonstrated that climate can be predicted

from teacher personality (Walberg, 1968), from pupil characteristics (Walberg,

1969; Walberg and Ahlgren, 1970), and from classroom charailteristics such as

curriculum (Anderson, Walberg and Welch, 1969) and class size (Walberg, 1969a).

Even though these studies were not designed to predict the amount of climate

variance accounted for by these various prediCtors, the question arises as to

whether or not climate is an independent construct or merely an alternate

measure of te,cher personality, pupil characteristics, or of a combination of

tt,?se.

i
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Further lack of ,nceptual unity is demonstrated by the variety of

scales used in different climate instruments. There are some wide divergences

in scale names_and in the number of scales used. But, such divergence is not

surprising since the environment, which climate purportedly measures, is broad,

vague, and multidimensional. Because of this, Jones and James (1974) have

called climate a catch-all phrase and suggest that almost any study focusing

on organizational or group characteristics could be considered a climate study.

Without a clearer consensus as to what climate actually measures, it would be

difficult for the change agent to know which of the complex of educational

variables need changing to improve the climate.

To be, sure, influencing climate is a valid goal since studies attempt-

ing to determine the predictability of learning outcomes through the use of

climate measures have demonstrated that, when taken alone, climate scales can

better predict learning outcomes than student IQ (Anderson and Walberg, 1968a;

Walberg and Anderson, 1972; Walberg, 1971).

But what remains to be done is, first, to determine to what extent

climate measures individual attributes andto what extent it measures charac-

teristics of the setting and, then, to attempt to bridge the gap between the

high inference, perceptual climate scales and the more tangible variables the

change agent would be looking to change. As encouraging as it is that percep-

tual measures of the climate are able to account for learning outcomes, the

change agent will not be able to manipulate the climate if the meaning of the

climate scales is locked in the heads of the perceivers.

11



Data Base

The Study of Schooling, from which data for this study will be

taken, is a comprehensive descriptive study of the context of schooling

in 38 schools -- schools carefully chosen on such factors as school size,

economic level, racial/ethnic mix cf students, and location (urban, sub-

urban, and rure.). Data for the study were collected at these schools

chring Spring and Fall of 1977. Data were collected from approximately

20,000 students, iu,000 parents, 3,,400 teachers, 50 school administrators

and 150 sctoel board members. Observation data were collected in over

1,000 classrooms. Eight s,lbject areas were sampled: mathematics, English/

language arts, natural sciences, social sciences, career education, the

arts, foreign language, and physical education.

Not only are the number of cases in the sample large; but also

the amount of data collected for each case is large. Two classes at each

grade level (excluding kindergarten) were sampled at each elementary school.

At each secondary school, a representative and random sampling of course

offerings was taken, averaging over 40 classes at each high school and

over 30 classes at each junior high school. Geherally, the size of each

sample is large enough to warrant investigation of the data for patterns,

trends, and relationships. And, all sampled classes were observed on three

separate occasions--entire days for elementary classes and entire periods

for secondary classes. All students present in the sampled classes were

administered questionnaires. Questionnaires were given also to all teachers

at the school, and teachers of the sampled classes were interviewed.
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Of these data, the proposed study will focus on that obtained from

junior and senior high school students, teachers and observed classes.

The sample for each of these categories is as follows:

Junior/
All High Middle

Students 1,120157 N=11051 N= 9106

Teachers N= 1064 N=* 664 N= 400

Classes 895 N= 526 Nit- 395

(The, number of students,listed represents the questionnaires
received, not the number of-unique individuals, since some
students were sampled in more than one class.)

The availability of class data by subject matter is as follows:

SAMPLED CLASSES BY SUiJECT

Senior High
Schools

Junioi High/
Middle Schools

Total
Secondary Per Cent

English 83 73 156 17.4

Math 72 70 142 15.9

Social Studies 76 54 130 14.5

Science 65 42 101 12.0

Arts
i

65 ( 45 110 12.3

Foreign Language 27 11 38 4.2

Vocational/

Career Education 105 49 154 17.2

Physical Education 33 25 58 6.5

Totals 526 369 895 100
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Instrumentation

A. thorough review of existing measurement devices made it clear

that the Study of Schooling would have to develop new and more comprehen-

sive instrumentation. Between February 1974 and August.1975, questionnaires

and interview schedules were constructed for students, teachers, school

and district administrators, other adult school staff, parents, and other

community members. The Stanford Research Institute's Observation System

(Stallings, 1975) was considerably modified for use in observing both elemen-

tary and secondary classrooms. Survey questions were formulated and constructs

operationally defined by the generation of scalable items. The development of

all measurement techniques included repeated field testing, analysis, and re-

vision. (Further details can be found in Sirotnik, Nides, Engstrom, 1980)

The entire instrument package was pilot tested during a six-week

.period at a triple (e.g., an elementary, junior and senior :sigh from the

same school district) in Riverside, California. As a result of the pilot

experience, significant modification, refinement and integration of data

collection procedures and instrumentation were achieved. The Stanford

Research Institute's classroom observation instrument was modified so as to

(a) sort out data by subject level and (b) sort out data by "classroom

context" (instructional, behavioral, routines, or social). The entire

data collection time per triple was reduced to 20 days, and most major

instrumentation was converted to optical scanning for efficient and accurate

computerization.

The instrument of most importance to this study is the class climate

instrument (from Part 3 of the Secondary Student instrument). The instru-

ment contains 113 items and 29 a priori dimensions. The items are similar

14



in type to those found in most instruments, although they had to be sub-

stantially reworded to make the reading level appropriate for junior high

as well as high school students. The instrument also differs from other

class climate measures in its attempt to measure a range of instructional

practices. These include the a priori dimensions of Appropriate Practice,

Time, Goals and Objectives, Knowledge of Results, Perceived Purpose, etc.

Analyses of the instrument undertaken since the data collection have

suggested a final form of the instrument consisting of 100 items and J8

dimensions. This form of the instrument will be used in this

study.
*

Internal consistencies (as measured by alpha coefficients) have

been computed for this instrument with the following results for the

several larger and major scales: Peer Esteem, .77; Teacher Concern, .85;

and Teacher Punitiness, .74.

Convergent Validity

The first of the objectives of the study to be given attention was

the fairly straightforward question of the extent of congruence between

the class climate scales and the other student survey items intended to

tap somewhat the same domain. This expminatioh of congruence can be con-

sidered a test of convergent validity.

While there are not many items outside of the climate scales which

attempt to describe characteristics of specific classes, those that exist

are found in part two of the student survey. Of the eleven items, those that

appear to be most related to the constructs being measured by the climate

scales are the following:

*

See Appendix A for a copy of the class climate dimensions.
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1. How interesting or boring for you is what you are learning
in this class?

(1=very boring, 4=very interesting).

2. now hard or easy for you is what you are learning in
this class?

(1=too easy, 5=too h.s.rd).

3, How often can you choose your own books, materials, or
equipment in this class?

(1=never, 3=whenever I want to).

4. in this class, how much time is usually taken by daily
routines (passing out materials, taking attendance,
making announcements).

(1=least, 3- most).

5. In this class, how much time is usually taken by learning?
(1=least, 3most).

6. In this class, how much time is usually taken by getting
students to behave? /-

(1=least, 3=most).

While these items were not intendedito duplicate the clImste scales, they

clearly focus on the same general domain and should reiste n consistent

ways with those scales.

Procedure

After selecting these items, the next step was to compare student

responses on the six items to student responses on the 18 climate scales.

The relationship between these two sets of variables were examined through

the use-of correlation matrices. Matrices (Pearson,r) were computed for

the total sample, for the junior high and high schools separately (to

examine level differences), and for each of eight subjects at the junior

high and hig:i schools separately (to examine subject area differences).

Results

All' in all, the results of the computed correlations demonstrate

that the six items related to the climate scales in interesting and under-
.

16
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standable ways. The matrix for the total sample is reported in Table 1.

And, as this Table illustrates, item number 1, for which a high score

indicates that the students find their class very interesting, has its

highest intercorrelations with t ! climate scales Student Satisfaction

(r=.83), Instructional Practices: Organization (r=.74) and Teacher Clarity

,(r=.73). The highest negative correlation is between items 1 and the

Student Apathy scale,(r= -.59). These are high intercorrelations and

they are logical. One would expect students who find their classes inter-

esting to also be satifibd and'to consider their classes organized and their

teacher understandable.

It is also to be expected that item 2, for which a high score

means the students consider that what they are learning is too hard,

would be most highly related to the scale Task Difficulty (r=.45). It

is, however, a little surprising that this item has its strongest negative

correlation with the Student Decision-Making scale. In fact, for the

junior high school students item 2 has its strongest hist nship with

this scale. It appears that the more students are free to.choose what

they do in their classes the easier they find them, Sr the opposite.

The third item, for which a high score indicates that the students

feel they Can requently choose their own books, materials or equipment,

is strongly related to only one scale the Student Decision-Making scale

(r=1.68), not surprisingly.

The final three items are related--all dealing with what occupies

the classroom time. The fifst.of these, daily routines, does not have

high intercorrelations with any of the climate scales. This is largely

due to the fact that it does not correspond very closely to any of the

VI
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TABLE I

Intercorrelations Between 6 Items From Part 2 And Class Climate Scales Over All Schools

Climate.Dimensions

1 2 3 4 5 -6 7 8 9 10 11 - 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

70 -31 -54 -41 62 33 47 -27 14 -25 73 83 50 -59 55 67 -52 74

-08 02 05 09 03 13 -37 -20 09 -11 -28 --21 -04 -20 -06 -03 45 03

32 -15 -26 15 25 14 68 -03 -07 -01 35 40 08 -09 28 28 -31 25

12 -10 -12 -09 14 13 14 ,-24. -03 -15 11 13 07 -18 17 07 -16 13

46 -44 -48 -23 51 35 -06 -59 -05 -23 35 33 40 -65 24 38 -21 51

-49 46 51 30 -52 -37 -08 67 ,09 32 -38 -38 38 68 -31 -38 29 -53

Decimal points have been omitted
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dimensions. The students, apparently do not feel that tae amount of time

spent on ally routines has much relationship to dimensions measured by

the climate instrument.

The same is not true of the final two items which also deal with

the use of class time--that used for learning, and for getting students

to behave. These two items are mirror images of one another. The amount

of time spent on learning is positively related to Teacher Enthusiasm

(r=.51) and Instructional Practices: Organizations (r=.51) and negatively

. related to Student Apathy (r= -.65) and Classroom Dissonance (r= -.59).

The amount of time spent on getting students to behave relates to the same

scales in the opposite direction: Teacher Enthusiasm (r= -.52), Instructional

Practices: Organization (r= -.53), Student Apathy (r=.68) and Classroom

Dissonance (r=.67).

The same overall pattern of relationships obtains between the six

items and the climate scales when examined for junior high and high schools

and for the separate subject areas. Therefore, it will be unecessary to

discuss the results brokc down any further. While it is not necessary

for purposes of testing convergent validity, further examination might

suggest interesting substantive differences between climate and the subjet

areas. To cite only one of the more obvious examples, item 2 ,(for which

a high score means that the class is perwived as hard) is positively

related (at the high school level) to Instructional Practices: Knowledge

of Results for the arts classes (r=.46) and the P.E. classes (r=.47), but

is negatively related for the foreign language classes (r= -.49). A

moments reflection on the nature of these three classes gives meaning to

this apparent inconsistency. Art and P.E. classes are difficult when a

1;1
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standard of performance is established and the students are given know-

ledge about how well they meet the standard, whereas foreign language

classes might be considered easier if what is expected is clear and if

one has accurate feedback as to one's performance. Having "knowledge of

results" does not have the same effect for the two types of classes.

Discussion

While the single items from Part 2, of the student survey were not

intended to measure exactly the same domain as the climate scales, it was

expected that there would be consistent and understandable relationships

between them. The results of the computed intercorrelations between the

two groups of variables offer considerable evidence that this expectation

has been met. Examining these interrelationships not only helps establish

the validity of the scales, but also offers additional understanding as to

what this sample of students mean when they respond that classes are inter-

esting, difficult, etc.

Stuldent Eackgrpund Variables

Another question of interest concerning class climate is the

degree to which students agree on their perceptions of the climate. One

way of examining this question would be to aggregate individuals within the

class according to certain critical characteristics and to compare the

aggregated groups. Among the variables Agnerally considered to be the most

critical in classifying individuals are sex, SES, and race/ethincity--

all variables shown to be related to achievement. The data from IDEA's

data bank offer the possibility of comparing etudencs along these character-

istics. Classes could be selected which contain fairly equal-sized sub-

groups of male and female students, high and low SES students, or subgroups

f'.
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4
of two differint races (either white-black or white-Mexican American).

The climate scores of these two subgroups could then be systematically

compared to see if the subgroups perceive the class differently. This

would determine whether or not there are subgroup climates based on sex,

SES, or race/ethnicity instead of one climate perceived by all class

members.

If class climate scores are viewed as measuring classroom character-

istics, one would not expect significant differences among subgroups of

students aggregated according to individual characteristics. Since students

share the same classroom experiences, there should be simile,. perceptions

of the climate, regardless of subgroup. If differences were found to exist,

and one were to maintain the assumption that differences were title to class-

room characteristics, the argument would need be made that the student

subgroups were receiving differential treatment within the same classrooms.

In either case, the most appropriate unit of analysis for pursuing a com-

parison of student subgroups would be the classroom.

Using the classroom as the unit of analysis restricts the total

number of classes that can be used a:-propriately to compare subgroups.

First of all, taking ebgroups based on race/ethnicity, there are only six

schools in tiit sample that have a near enough racial/ethnic balance to offer

the potential of comparisons between these groups at the classroom level.

There are two schools in the same school district that have a fairly even

balance of Hispanic and Anglo students and four schools in two school

districts that nave a fairly even balance of black and white students.

The schools having a balanced Hispanic and Anglo sampla are those

located in the southwestern area..of the U.S. They are the junior and senior
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high schools of a rural district which is situated next to a fairly large

city. For purposes of this study, these schools will be called Fairfield

Junior and Senior High School. At Fairfield high School, the sampled racial/

ethnic composition is 422 Hispanic and 53% Anglo and, at the junior high, it

is 50% Hispanic and 46% Anglo. The socio-economic status of the families

sending children to these schools is, on the average, middle to low. The

Hispanic families and about 50% of the Anglo families occupy the lower half

of the scale used to compute SES.

The black and white schools also consist of junior high and high

schools from the same district. However, the two school districts from

which the four schools are drawn differ substantially. One, containing

the schools this study has named Palisades Junior High and Palisades High,

is an urban district located in a large city in the South. Although the

district is urban, it is certainly not inner city. The students attending

-this school belong to families whose socio-economic status we have rated as

mid to high. About 80% of the white families and 50% of the black families

occupy the upper half of our SES scale. There is about a 50 - 50 racial

mix in the high school and about 45% Black and 50% white ratio in the junior

high.

Itj contrast, the second black-white district, containing schools
. 4

this study named Laurel junior and Senior High, is located in a rural

area of the same southern state. Unlike the other southern district, the

overall socio-economic status of the families sending children to this

school is rated as low. About 55% of the white families and about 80%

of the Black families occupy the,lower half of this study's SES rating

scale. The radial make-up at both the junior and high school is about
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Procedure (Hispanic/Anglo Comparison)

Since the appropriate unit of analysis for this study was deemed

to be the classroom, it was necessary to identify the classrooms at each

of the six schools which contained a reasonable balance of white and

minority students.. The decision was made to eliminate all classes which

did not contain at least five students from each of the two subgroups.

This decision reduced the number of classes available for subgroup com

parison from 75 to 38 at Fairfield, from 84 to 51 at Palisades and from

48 to 30 at Laurel. The number of subject areas which could be included

in the study was also reduced by the requirement of at least 5 students

from each subgroup in a class. The following subject areas were elimi...ated:

foreign languages, vocational education, and physical education. The

number of classes meeting the stated critereon at each school and for each

of the remaining subject areas can be found in Table 2.

Table 2. Valid Classes at Each School For The Five Subject Areas

Subject Area

District _Eng Math
Social

Studies
Science Art Total

Fairfield High 5 5 4 3 4 21

Junior 2 5 3 4 3 17

.Palisades High 7 6 7 7 5 32

Junior 5 5 4 1 4 19

Laurel. High 3 3 2 1 1 10

Junior 7 4 4 3 2 20

Total 29 28 24 19 19 119
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For each of the valid classes a separate mean for each climate scale was

computed for each o; the two subgroups within each class. Thus, each class

has either a Hispanic and Anglo score or a black and white score, depending

upon the school within which the class is found.

Analysis of variance with repeated measures was determined to be an

appropriate analytical procedure for determining the main effect of race/

ethnicity while also testing for possible interactions between race/

ethnicity, level, and subject area. This design treats each class as a

single unit, using the two within class subgroup scores as the repeated

measures. This permits a comparison of the two subgroups. The Biomed

BMDP2V analysis of variance program (Biomedical Computer Programs,

P-Series, 1979) was well suited for this purpose and was used for the

necessary calculations.

Results (His anic/An lo Comparison)

The analysis of variance performed on the Hispanic/Anglo data un-

covered few significant main effect diffei.ences. There were significant

differences between the two subgroups at the .05 level or better for only

three of the 18 climate scales. The means for the two subgroups on these

three scales are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Hispanic/Anglo Subgroup Means for Climate Scales Having
Significant Main Efcts for Race/Ethnicity

Subgroups

Climate Scales I Anglo Hispanic

Teach r Favorittelk

Stude t CliquenessI

Task Difficulty

L

X SD

2.56 0.42

--, 2:95).26

\,2.16 0.30

N

38

38

38

X

2.35

2.70

2.29

SD

0.36

0.26

0.28

N

38

38

38
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Table 4 represents a complete anova table for one of these scales--

studert cliqueness. This table is exemplary of the design used through-

.

out this portion or the study to test for subgroup differences. The results

for subsequent main and interaction effects will be reported in summary

form. For this portion of the study, only the results for the within

analyses will be reported.

TABLE 4

Analysis of Variance for Student Cliqueness

Source df Mean
Square

F

Between

Level (L) 1 0.351 4.66*

Subject (S) 4 0.126 1.67

L X S 4 0.047 0.63

Error (B) 28 0.075

Within

Race (R) 1 1.069 20.84
**

R x L 1 0.032 0.63

R x S 4 0.016 0.31

RxLxS 4 0.049 0.96

Error (w) 28 0.051

*
p .05

**
P .001

The subgroup means indicate that the Anglo students perceive their

teachers as showing more Favoritism (F=10.94, p < .001) and perceive that

there is more Student Cliqueness "n the classes than do the Hispanic

students. For the third scale, the Hispanics score higher. They perceive

more Task Difficulty (F=7.08, p < .01) than do the Anglo students.
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Of all of the possible interactions between race/ethnicity, level,

A
and subject, none were significant at the .05 level or better. It was

nottossibit to expand the repeated measures portion of the design to in-

crude race/ethnicity by sex interactions because of class size imbalances.

However, in addition to the analyses reported above, analyses of variance

with a repeated measures factor were also computed on the same data using

sex as the repeated ;actor. The design was identical to the one used for

race/ethnicity with the sex variable being substituted for race/ethnicity.

These analyses resulted in nearly four times the significant main and

interaction effects as did the race/ethnicity computations.

Even though there were too few cases to test for race/ethnicity by

sex interactions, it is unlikely that such a test would have changed the

results to any great degree. Although there are many more significant

results from the male/feMale analyses, the main and interaction effects are

not found on the same scales as those showing significant race/ethnicity

results.

Discussion (Hispanic/Anglo Comparison)

The purpose of conducting the foregoing analyses was to examine to

what extent within class subgroups (aggregated according to critical in-

dividual characteristics) differ in their perceptions of class climate. Race/

ethnicity is a variable that has been found to hrve powerful associations

with achievement, and since it has been demonstrated that, class climate scores

are predictive of student and class achievement (A-derson & Walberg, 1968;

Walberg and Anderson, 1972; Walbgrg, 1969), it was anticipated that withi-,

classroom subgroups aggregated by race/ethnicity might report differing per-

ceptions of their class crate. Since Anglo students generally have higher

achievement, it was anticipated that they would also view the climate more
positively.
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Judging from the analyses of the data from these two schools,

Hispanic and Anglo perceptions of class climate de not differ to any large

degree. Of course, the results obtained from these two schools cannpt be

\II

generalized o a larger population. Even so the results are interesting.

The significant differences between the subgroups are found on two scales

that are basically affective and on one that is not. The scale that is

not affective is Task Difficulty. As might be expected considering
mir

problems that Hispanics are reported to have in our public schools

(U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mexican American Education Study,

1971 - 1974), the Hispanics perceive their classroom tasks as being more

difficult than do the Anglo students.

Both of the other scales for which.there was a main effect were

negative. The higher the score on the scales, the more negative the per-

ception of the class. Unlike what one might expect, the minority subgroup
7

has lower mean scores--hence, more positive perceptions of the class--than

does the Anglo subgroup. The Anglo students perceive more Teacher Favori-

tism and more Student Clicueness in their classes than do the Hispanic

members of the same class.s. Both of these scales, focus on student per-

ceptions of favoritism--favoritism from the teacher for one scale

and favoritism among students for the other. It is not clear why

the Anglo students feel there is more favoritism than do the Hispanic

students. Nonetheless, one would expect the results to be reversed,

with the minority group perceiving more.

In any case, the differences between the two subgroups are not

large and are not in the direct'_on one would expect. The two affective scales

2i
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which have significant main effects offer evidence that the minority
_4k

students have more positive perceptions of their classroom experience

than do the Anglo students 1This impression is strengthened if the scales

which are significant at the .10 level are included. For each of scales

that -luld be added--Student Decision-Making, Classroom Dissonance and

Classroom Physlc.al Appearance--the Hispanic subgroup has more positive

perceptions than the Anglos. Thus, the differences between the two groups

are minimal and the difference that obtain generally show the Hispanic

subgroup to have more positive perceptions of the class than does the

Anglo subgroup.

Results (Black/White Comparison)

The analyses of variance performed on the data collected in the

Black and white schools show almost three times as many significant main

effects for race as does the Hispanic and Anglo data. There are main effects
4

for race which are significa at the .05 or better level for eight of the

eighteen climate scales. These scales are: Student Decision-Making

(F=10.29, p < .01), Task Difficulty (F=4.59, p-< .05), Student Competitive-

ness (F=23.52, p <-000), Classroom 2hysical Appearance (F=20.77, p <.000),

Student Satisfaction (F=11.,36, p < .001), Peer Esteem (F=16.16, p < .000),

Instructional Practicer Knowledge of Results (F=4.85,p < .05), and Instruction-

al Practices: Organization (F=7.18, p < .01). The means for these sub-

groups can be found in Tai,le 5.

2
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TABLE 5

Black/White Subgroup Means for Climate Scales
Having Significant Main Effects for Race

Climate Scales Whites Blacks

X SD N X SD N

Student Decision-Making 2.13 0.35 81 2.24 0.32 81

Task Difficulty 2.03 0.37 81 2.12 0.33 81

Student Competitiveness 2.36 0.31 81 2.59 0.31 81-

Classroom Physical Appearance 2.47 0.49 81 2.72 0.41 81

Student Satisfaction 2.7Z 0.47 81 2.87 0.35 dl

Peer Esteem 2.96 0.25 81 3'.08 0.24 81

I.P; Knowledge of Results 3.14 0.36 81 3.23 0.34 81

I.P; Organization 2.86 0.38 81 2.97 0.27 fi..."-

As can be easily seen, the black subgroup has a higher mean score

than the white subgroup on all eight of these dimensions. Six of the

scales are positive. The Blacks perceive more Stlident Decision-Making,

they have more general satisfaction, they rate the physical appearance of \

their classes higher, they rate the instructional practices of the class-

room higher--both their Knowledge of Results and the way the class is

organized--and they have higher Peer Esteem than do their white classmates.

In addition, they have higher means on two scales which are more negative.

They perceive more Student Competitiveness and they perceive their class-

room tasks as being more difficult than do the whites.

In addition to these main effects for race, there are also some

scales for which there are interactions, between race and the other variables

entered into the analyses'of variance. These variables are level of schooling

2!)
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and subject area, and, sInce the_black and white schools come from two

different school districts, district was included as a variable in the

1\
analyses. Again, the number of cases limited the ana ses possible.

There were not enough cases to compute analyses for race, level,district

and subject area for all five subjects. Instead analyses were computed

for race, .evel, district, and subject area only for the subjects English,

Math, and Social Studies. Separate analyses, inel-uing the five subject areas,

were computed first for race, level and subject, and second, for race, dis-

trict and subject. This design gives adequate attention to the important

possible interactions. It was also decided that a more conservative approach

to statistical significance would be taken when examining the higher order

interactions. To help minimize the reporting of relationships due to chance

alone, only those interactions significant at the .01 level or better will

be reported.

The analysis focusing on race, level and subject resulted in inter-

actions only between race and level, and for only two of the climate scales- -

Student Compliance (10.20, p < .01) and Student Apathy (F=12.54, p < .001).

Table 6 presents the summary of means for these significant interactions.

TABLE 6

Black/White Means for Climate Scales Having
Significant Interactions for Race by Level by Subject Analyses

Climate Scales

Level

Race High Junior High Total

(n) (42) (39) (81)

Student Compliance White 3.27 3.42 3.29

Black 3.30 3.30 3.30

Student Apathy White 2.13 1.97 2.05

Black 1.94 2.07 2.00

1
For both of the race by level interactions it is the white sub-

group that displays the larger level differences. The Black students per-

ceive equal mounts of Student Compliance at both levels of schooling,
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but the whites perceived considerably more "compliance" at the junior high

level. For the Student Apathy scale, the perceptions of the two groups

vary in opposite directions. The white students perceive more "apathy"

at the high school level and the Blacks perceive more at the junior high

school.

The separate analysis conducted for race, district and subject resulted

in only one interaction with race that is significant a the .01 level'or

better. The significant interaction is one between. race and district for

the Student Apathy scale (F=8.60, p < .01). The means summarizing this

interaction are found in Table 7.

TABLE 7

Black/White Means for Climate Scale Having

Significant Interaction for Race by District by

Subject Analyses

Climate Scale

District

Race Palisades Laurel Total

(n)

Student Apath- White

Black

(51)

2.05

1.92

(30) (81)

2.06 2.05

2.16 2.00

Note: Non-significant interactions are not shown.

As can be seen, the white subgroup has about the same score at

both districts. The interaction, of course, comes about primarily from

the Black aggregate difference between districts.

The separate analysis computed for race, level, district, and sub-

ject (English, Math, .social Studies) resulted in only o.z. additional inter -

action significant at the .01 level or better. That interaction is between

race, level, and district on the Student Compliance scale (F-7.33,p <.01).
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The means reflecting this iLteraction are reported in Table 8.

TABLE 8

Black/White Means for Climate Scale Having Significant
Interaction for Race by Level by District by Subject Analysis

Climate Scale=Student Compliance

Level Race

District

Palisades Laurel Total

High White 3.14 3.41 3.22
(n) (20) (8) (28)

Black 3.34 3.42 3.36

Total 3.24 3.42 3.29
(40) (16) (56)

Junior High White 3.51 3.41 3.46
(14) i (15) (29)

Black 3.28 3.42 3.35

Total 3.40 3.42 3.41
(28) (30) (58)

Note: Non-significant interactions are nisi shown.

While these means represent a little more complex pattern of inter-

actions, some observations can be made about the relationship among race,

level and district. First of all, there is little difference at Laurel

between racial subgroups or levels of schooling. At Palisades, in contrast,

there are considerable differences between both of these variables. At

Palisades High he Blacks perceive more "compliance" than-do the whites.

In contrast, at Palisades Junior High the white subgroup perceives more

" compliance". Overall, and for the whites, there is a higher mean at the

junior high level on this scale, but the Blacks have a higher mean at the

high school level.

32
1
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Discussion (Blac1 1White Comparison)

While there rere few racial/ethnic subgroup differences in perceptions

of class climate for the Hispanic and Anglo schools, there are nearly three

times as many for the Black and white schools. Nearly half _(8 of 18) of the

climate scales were found to have main effects for race at the .05 level

or better. Since, on the average, Black students have lower achievematt and

less success in schools than do whites, it would be expected that the whites

would have more positive perceptions of the class climate than would the

Black students. In fact, the Blacks have more negative perceptions than

the Anglos on only one scale--Task Difficulty. Certainly, students having

difficulty in school would be expected to have higher means on this scale--

means that would inditate that the classroom tasks are considered difficult.

While the Blacks respond as expected on this scale, they also have higher

mean scores for six scales which are positive. The Black subgroup has

more positive perceptions of Student Decision-Making, Student Satisfaction,

the Classroom Physical Appearance, Peer Esteem, and thu instructional

practices of Knowledge of Results and Organization. The white subgroup

'does not have more positive perceptions on any of the scales which might

be considered to be mainly affective.

It is also interesting to see what types of climate scales display

differences between subgroups. Some of the climate scales seem to group

together into separate, larger groups. The three obvious larger categories

are: Teacher-student affective Scales (Teacher Concern, Teacher Authoritarianism,

Teacher Enthusiasm, Teacher Punitiveness, and Teacher Favoritism), Student

Alienation (Student Apathy, Student Compliance, and Classroom Dissonance),

and Instructional practices and-processes (Teacher Clarity, Knowledge of Results,
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Task Difficulty, and Organization). Of the three large categories, only

the latter displays subgroup differences. The categories of "teacher-

student affect" and "student alienation", where one would expect evidence

of racial differences or racial conflict, are not significantly different

for the racial groups. Of the final scales which identify differencew,

Student Decision-Making could be included with the "instructional practices"

scales and the others stand on their own, more or less, as independent

constructs. If pushed, three of them could be united by the fact that they

record satisfaction with varying aspects of classroom experience: Peer Esteem

questions satisfaction with student-student interactions, Classroom Physical

Appearance questions satisfaction with the physical environment of the class,
110

and Student Satisfaction questions general feelings about the class. The

Blacks are more satisfied with each of these areas.

In summary, the'two subgroups do not appear to show feelings of

conflict with one another or differential feelings toward teachers. However,

the Blacks are more satisfied with student-student interactions, the appearance

of their classes, and they feel more batisf ied, in general, about their classes.

They also perceive a variety of instructic.,,,e1 practices more favorably.

While it is difficult from these analyses to understand the origins of these

differences, the climate scales seem to be uncovering systematic and non-
0

contradictory differences between the two groups.

In contrast to the main effect differences, the significant inter-

actions are interesting mainly because there are so few. There are none

fcr any combination of interactions which include the variables race and subject.

The two significant interactions betwe"n race and level are with scales

forming part of the large category of "student alienation". These scales are

34
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Student Apathy and Student Compliance. The general trend that these record

is that the white students perceive considerably more "student alienation"

in high schools and the Black students peiceive somewhat more in junior

high schools. The one race by district interaction reports that Black

students perceive more classroom dissonance at Laurel and whites perceive

more at Palisades.

These sparse results from the race by district interactions are

particularly interesting because the two districts are so disimilar--

disimilar in location, size, and SES. While there would, no dou'ot, be differ

ences between the two districts if the data were analyzed ignoring the

subgroups, one might have etpected more interactions with race caused by

district differences--especially differences in SES.

35
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Results (Male/Female Comparison)

irother student variable that might have an effect on climate

perceptions is student sex. This is a variable that has been used in

several other climate studies. The results of these studies is not clear.

Moos (1979), and Moos and Trickett (1974) reported that the classes they

examined did not differ in perceptions by sex. Walberg and Ahlgren (1970),

however, reported that the higher the proportion of girls in the class,

the higher the class would score on favorable scales and the lower on un-

favorable scales. Choo (1976), 'likewise, found climate differences based

on sex. None of these studies analyzed the effect of sex by aggregating

subgroups based on sex at the classroom level.

Essentially, the same procedure was used for the male/female subgroup

comparison as was used for the ethnic subgroup comparison. Classes were

identified which contained at least five members of each subgroup. These

were subjected to an analysis of variance with a repeated measures factor--

testing for a main effect of sex and for interactions between sex, level, and

subject or for interactions between sex, school district and subject. The

greatest difference. between the male/female and the ethnic comparisons was

the substantially larger number of classes available for the gender comparison.

All of our schools, naturally, were quite equally balanced according to

gender so we were able to use all of the schools, except the smallest (Dennison),

in the analysei. These analyses were also computed, using the same 1:1,e

subject areas.

The analyses of 7ariance performed on the data aggregated according

to classroom subgroups based on sex found significant main effects for sex

on nearly all of the scales. Fifteen of the eighteen scales were significant

at the .01 level or higher. (The more conservative .01 significance lev'el

36
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was selected for these analyses.) .There were double the number of signifi-

cant differences among these two subgroups as compared to the ethnic com-

parisons. The scales for which there was a signiflant main effect are:

Teacher Concern (F=9.9, p <.01), Teacher Punitiveness (F=72.91, p <.000),

Teacher Authoritarianism (F=109.28, p <.000), Teacher Favoritism (F=29.85,

p <.000), Teacher Enthusiasm (F=28.5, p <.000), Peer Esteem (F=211.26, p <.000),

Student Decision-Making (F=44.98, p <.000), Classroom Dissonance {F=85.33,

p <.000), Student Competitiveness (F=280.19, p <.000), Student Cliqueness

(F=8.54, p <.004), Student Compliance (F=191.91, p <.000), Student Apathy

(F=34.31, p <.000), Knowledge of Results (F=11.12, p <.001), Task Difficulty

(F=109.07, p <.000) and Organization (F=63.21, p <.000). The only scales

not showing a main effect for sex were Student Satisfaction, Teacher Clarity,

and Classroom Physical Appearance. The means for the significant scales

can be found in Table 9.

Females have higher scores on almost half the scales. They perceive

more Teacher Concern, Teacher Enthusiasm and Student Compliance, better

Knowledge of Results and Organization and greater Peer Esteem. The males,

in contrast, perceive more Teacher Punitiveness, Teacher AuthOritariansim,

Teacher Favoritism, Classroom Dissonance, Student Competitiveness, Student

Decision-Making, Student Apathy, Student Cliqueness, and Task Difficulty.

The analysis of variance focusing on sex, level and subject resulted

in interactions only between sex and level, and for only four climate scales.

They are Teacher Favoritism (F=9.66, p <002), Student Decision-Making

(F=1.3, p <.007), Student Cliqueness (F=7.57, p <.006) and Student Com lance

(F=8,83, p <.003). Table 10 presents a summary of means for these significant

interactions.



TABLE 9

Male/Female Subgroup Means for Climate Scales
Having Significant Main Effects for Sex

Climate Scales Males Females

Teacher Concern

Teacher Punitiveness

Teacher Authoritarianism

Teacher Favoritism

Teacher Enthusiasm

Peer Esteem

Student Decision-Making

Classroom Dissonance

Student Competitiveness

'Student Cliqueness

Student Compliance

Student Apathy

Knowledge of ..esults

Task Difficulty

Organization

K SD N R SD N
3.10

1.62

2.09

2.33

3.27

2.90

2.23

2.14

2.53

2.72

3.1A

2.05

3.07

2.18

2.85

.41

.30

.35

.32

.34

.26`

.28

.40

.33

.31

.34

.32

.33

.28

.24

p9

.

3.14

1.53

1.96

2.24

3.34

3.05

2.15

2.01

2.28

2.68.

3.31

1.98

3.11

2.04

2.93

.47

.28

.42

.40

.33

.25

.40

.41

.28

.29

.28

.39

.31

.31

.30

549

38
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TABLE 10

Male/Female Means for
Having Significant Interactions

Climate Scales Sex

Climate Scales
for Sex by Level

Level

High Jr. High Total

(n) (287) (262) (549)

Teacher Favoritism Male 2.32 2.35 2.33

Female 2.17 2.32 2.24

Student Decision-Making Male 2.24 2.21 2.23

Female 2.20 2.10 2.15

Student Cliqueness Male 2.68 2.77 2.72

Female 2.60 2.77 2.68

Student Compliance Male 3.11 3.17 3.14

Female 3.31 3.30 3.31

'None of these interactions change the order of which gender scares

highest on each scale (the two sexes have the same score on Student Cliqueness

at the junior high school level, however). Only the degree of difference

between males and females change by level for these scales. There is a

greater difference between the subgroups at, the high school level fot Teacher

Favoritism, Student Cliqueness and Student Compliance, and at the junior high

level for Student Decision-Making.

The analysis that tested Ior sex by school district by subject

interactions resulted in a significant interaction effect for only a sipgle

scale. The scale was Teacher Clarity and the interaction was between sex

and district (F=2.41, <.006). There was an interaction because males scored

higher on this scale at Fairfield, Rosemont, Atwater and Bradford -and the

39
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females scored higher at the remainineachool districts. The comparison

of means can be seen in Table 11.

Discussion (Male/Female Comparison)

Of the student background characteristics examined thus far--

ethnicity ani sex--sex has the most effect on student percept!ns of class

climate. There are almost twice as many scales showing significant differ-

ences between subgroups based on sex as were found in the analyses of the

ethnic subgroups. While the greater significance of the differences between

subgroups based on sex may be due, in part, to the much larger number of

cases, a comparison of mean differences suggests that the larger number of

significant main effects for sex represents more than an increased'n.

The main effects for sex on these climate scales follow a clear

pattern. In almost every case, the female students perceive the classroom

climate more favorably. This is so regardless of whether the scales relate

to teacher - student interactions, student-student interactions or inst;pctional

practices. Female students perceive more Teacher Concern, and Teacher'

Enthusiasm, while male students perceive more Teacher Punitiveness, Teacher

Authoritarianism and Teacher Favoritism. Females perceive more Student

Compliance and males perceive more Student Cliqueness, Student Apathy, Student

Competitiveness and Classroom Dissonance. Females percefve more Knowledge

of Results and better Organization, and males perceive more Task Difficulty.

Females also have higher scores on Peer Esteem. The only scale that departs

from this pattern is Student Decision-Making. The male students score higher

on this scale.

While gender differences have more pervasive effects on the climate

scores than one would expec,, the direction of the differences is not ,ur-

prising. These results conform to conventional stereotype notions of the
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Male/Female Meaas for Climate Scales
Having Significant Interactions for Sex by District

School District Male Female Total

Vista 3.07 3.09 3.08

(n=54)

Crestview 2.96 3.12 3.04

(n=42)

Fairfield 2.95 2.87 2.91

(n=41)

Rosemont 3.18 3.15 3.16

(n=58)

Newport 3.01 3.15 3.07

(n=60)

Woodlake -o 3.21 3.20

(n=43)

Atwater 3.07 3.06 3.06

(n=34)

Palisades 3.09 3.10 3.09

(n=56)

Laurel 3.14 3.17 3.15

(n=36)

Manchester 3.01 3.09 3.05

(n'50)

Bradford 2.95 2.94 2.94

(n=53)

Euclid 3.06 3.13 3.10
(n=22)

Total 3.06 3.09 3.07

(n..549)
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way the two genders adapt to schools. The climate scores indicate that the

females perCeive the class to be more compliant, to have more positive re-

1-tions with the teacher and to receive better instructional practices.

The males, in contrast, see the classes as manifesting less compliance and

more negative teacher affect. They, also, perceive more student alienation

and misbehavior. In addition, the males feel the classes are more difficult

than do the females.

Faced with these differences of perception based on sex, the natural

question to ask is what accounts for this difference. Is this evidence that

males and females are treated differently in the classroom or evidence that

they should be? Different perceptions could result from innate differences

between the sexes but this explanation is both unlikely and would be unpopular.

More plausible would be the explanation that the responses are evidence that

the students have been socialized into different roles based on sex.

This study can aot, nor was it intended to, discover the source of

these differences in perceptions. Regardless of the source of the differences,

they are significant, at least for this sample. And, while the differences

do not represent large differences in subgroup means, they do suggest another

approach to modifying classroom climate perceptions. Whether the differences

represent background differsfices of the students or differences in the way

classrooms operate, recognition of the differences in subgroup perceptions

and attempts on the part of teachers to minimize the impact of these differ-

ences might affect a change in class climate perceptions.

The interactions between sex and other variables used in the analysis

of variance were not numerous and do not seem to be particularly important.

Sex by level interactions were significant for four scales. But in each

case, level differences changed the magnitude of the difference between the
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subgroups, but not the direction. The one significant interaction between

sex and school district was for a scale, Teacher Clarity, for which there

was no significant main effect for sex. For this scale, females score

highest at eight districts and males at seven districts. The differences

are not great in any case.

Results (Parents:, Income)

While we had intended to compute the same analyses for within class

subgroups based on SES, this proved to be impossible. Since not all of

our data sites would permit the questioning people under 18 years of age

about SES, in the interest of consistency, we did not request this information

from any students. The information, instead, was sought from parents. The

4 parent responses would, then, be matched with the students--permitting the

use of SES as a student variable as well. Unfortunately, as with other

studies of this type, the parental respc,:lse rate was less than gratifying.

Consequently, we simply do not have enough parent-student match-ups to allow

us to aggregate groups based on SES at the classroom level. We would not have

been able to find a sufficient number of classes with at least five individuals

with SES data for both high and low SES.

Since it was not possible to do an analysis using data aggregated at

the classroom level, the decision was made to analyze the relationship be-

tween parental income and student perceptions of the class over all parent-

student match -ups. This analysis was done using multiple regression to

relate parental 'Income to the climate scales. The SPSS procedure Regression

was used to perform the analysis (Nie, et.al., 1975).

In this case, a version of the climate instrument containing 12

scales was used in the analysis. This version was derived b) combining

several of the 18 scales having relatively high intercorrelations into two
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new scalesTeacher Affect and Instructional Practices. These new scales

might lose some of the conceptual clarity of the separate scales, but it

was considered necessary to reduce the intercorrelation of the scales that

were going to be used in multivariate analyses.

The new Teacher Affect scale resulted from a combination of the

Teacher Concern, Teacher Authoritarianism, Teacher Enthusiasm and Teacher

Punitiveness scales. Instructional Practices combined Teacher Clarity,

Knowledge of aesults, and Organization. The ten remaining separate scales

are: Teacher Favoritism, Peer Esteem, Student Decision-Making, Classroom

Dissonance, Student Competitiveness, Student Cliqueness, Student Compliance,

Student Apathy, Classroom Physical Appearance, and Task Difficulty.

Even after collapsing these scales, the intercorrelations between

some of the scales are still relatively high. When deriving the original

scales, considerable empirical and rational analysis of the relationship

of items and scales convinced us that it would be better to retain'con-

ceptual distinctness among the scales while conceding some overlap among

them rather t'an to lose this distinctness by reducing the number of scales.

The 12 scale version of the instrument further reduces the intercorrelations.

It should also be recognized that the magnitude of these inter-

correlations is the result, in part, of the type of -nalysis selected. A

oetween analysis, which is what is being employed in most ,of th -tudy,

results in considerably larger intercorrelations.than would either a

pooled within analysis or an analysis across all cases. Finally, in spite

of the scales being intercorrelated, the separate scales behave quite

differently when related to other variables.

The rultiple regression analysis of parental income and climate re-

sulted in a multiple R of .20 which represents an R-square of .04. The

simple r's and beta weights for the separate scales can be seen in Table 12.
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TABLE 12

Parental Income and Student Perceptions of Class Climates
(Multiple R=.20, R-Square=.04, F=16.0)

Variable Simple r Beta

(n=4752)

Teacher Affect 03 11

Insttuctional Practices -02 -10

Peet Esteem 04 04

Student Decision-Making -03 -01

Classroom Dissonance -08 -08

Student Competitiveness -03 -03

Student Cliqueness 05 07

Student Compliance 02 01

Classroom Physical Appearance -06 -07

Task Difficulty -05 -05

Student Apathy -05 -06

Teacher Favoriti'sm 08 13

Decimal points have been omitted.

The standardized weights suggest that Teacher Favoritism, Teacher Affect

and Instructional Practices are the most important of the 12 scales.

Discussion (Parental Income)

The analysis of the relationship between parental income and student

perceptions of climate demonstrates that there is a statistically significant

"relationship between the two--a result due primarily to the large number of

cases used in tLe analysis. There does not, however, appear to be a meaning-

ful relationship between them. The multiple relationship between them can

account for no more than 4% shared variance--hardly enough to suggest that

SES affects climate to a meaningful degree. In addition, the separate scales

with the highest beta weights present a somewhat puzzling picture. Students

45
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from wealthie7 families perceive more Teacher Concern in their classes, but

they also see more Teacher Favoritism. There is an apparent contradiction

tetween the two results. The students from families with higher income also

approve less of the teachers' instructional practices. But, the small

multiple R suggests that there is little need to be overly concerned with the

relationship between parental income and climate scores.

Conclusions (Student Background/Class Climate)

These analyses were done to determine the impact of student back! 'und

characteristics on student perceptions of classroom climate. The effects of

three variables were tested. These variables--SES, sex, and ethnicity--

are generally considered to be among the most important background char

acteristics. All three of these variables showed statistically significant

relations with one or more climate scale but the degree of meaningfulness

varied. Parental Income, which was used as the measure of student SES, was

judged to not have an important relationship with classroom climate. The

relationship between parental income and the combined climate scales could

account for no more than four percent shared variance.

The analyses examining the effect of ethnicity utilized data from

six schools--two with a fairly equal mix of Hispanie and Anglo students and

four with a fairly equal mix of Black and white students. There were a

number of subgroup differences which appeared when the data were aggregated

by racial/ethnic subgroup at the classroom level. These differences, however,

do not seem likely to help explain achievement differences among the groups.

In the case of both minority groups, when there were significant differences

between groups on a climate scale, it was generall:, the minority group that

had the more positive score. Since climate scores have been linked to

achievement and since the minority group members, as a whole, generally have

lower achievement scores, it might have been expected that the minority

4 6
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subgl_up would have had significantly more negative scores. This was not the

case. The exception to this generalization, however, was that both minority

groups perceived their c_asses as being more difficult than did the Anglo

students. The Black subgroup, also, perceived their classes as being more

competitive.

Of the two minority groups, the Hispanics differed with the Anglos

on the fewest climate scales. In addition to finding their classes more

difficult, they perceived less Teacher Favoritism and Student Cliqueness.

The Black subgroup, in contrast, differed significantly with the white sub-

group on eight climate scales. In addition to the Black subgroup's higher

scores on Task Difficulty and Competitiveness, the subgroup had higher

scores on six scales dealing mainly with general satisfaction and attitude

toward the quality of teacher's instructional practices.

The student background characteristic most affecting class climate

scores was found to be student sex. As previously reported, there were

nearly twice as many climate scales showing significant differences for sex

as for ethnicity. Basically, only the scales relating to general satis-

faction with the class failed to discriminate between the sexes. The other

scale scores seem to follow the pattern one would expect based on sexual

stereotypes. The females see their classes as more compliant, having better

relations with the teachers and manifesting better instructional practices,

than do the males. The males score higher on scales measuring negative

teacher practices and measuring Student Conflict, Apathy, and Cliqueness.

The males also perceive the classes as being more difficult.

At this stage, the question of whether individual student character-

istics leads to differing perceptions of the class must be answered equivi-

cally. The analyses relating SES, ethnicity and sex to climate perceptions
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verify that differences obtain that are related to these characteristics.

But, the differences are very small-for SES, somewhat more important for

ethnicity, and most important for subgroups based on sex. In most cases,

the group differences seem to be consistent and offer the possibility of

reasonable explanation. It, further, seems possible to identify climate

dimensions that differ in salience for different samples. However, the

actual difference in subgroup mean scores is not particularly great.

It is, no doubt, most reasonable to conclude that, while the climate scales

are more reflective of characteristics of the class that of characteristics

of separate subgroups, salient subgroup differehces do affect the extent of

congruence among members of the class. Even so, the small magnitude of the

differences between the two groups tends to strengthen the position that

climate scores are reflective of classroom characteristics rather than

characteristics of the respondents.
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Teacher Characteristics and Classioom ;Climate

It would be logical to expect teacher background and attitude to

have a strong effect on classroom atmosphere and outcome since the teacher

has such a dominant role in the classroom. This expectation is evidenced

in a large number of studies which have attempted to measure the effect

of the teacher (most often using teacher personality measures) on the class.

This research, however, has accomplished "strikingly little" (Dunkin and

Biddle, 1974).

This expectation is no less powerful in research using climate

.measures. Indeed, one of the first climate instruments, Halpin and Croft's

OCDQ (1963), focused primarily on the effects of the group leader, which

in the case oz the classroom is the teacher. More recently Walberg (1968)

has attempted to determine the effect of teacher personality and attitudes

on the climate of the classroom. This latter study offers support that

teacher personality and attitudes do affect the class climate.

The Study of Schooling project collected matched teacher and class-

room data that permits further examination of the relationship between

'teacher variables and the climate of the class. Although the teacher var-

iables were not originally selected with the intention of comparing the

teacher and class climate data, 1.t is well suited for such a comparison.

The teacher questionnaire was used to collect data on a vast number of

variables many of which could be related to the class climate sce.es.

Procedure

The first step in relating the teacher variables and the class climate

scales was to select the teacher variables that were most likely to covary
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with student perceptions of class climate. The initial selection was made

on the basis of which variables seemed reasonable rather than on the basis

of empirical evidence. The variables that were selected fell into four

relatively separate groups: teacher demographics, teacher beliefs, teacher

attitude toward career and school, and teacher description A classroom

practices. Since the four subsets of variables were conceptually diAinct,

it was decided to relate each of these four groups separately to the climate

scales% It was anticipated that doing so would maintain a conceptual

distinction that otherwise would have been lost had all the teacher variables

been analyzed together. It was further anticipated that separate analyses

would facilitate interpretation of the results.

These groups of variables vary in their proximity to the classroom

experience of the students responding to the climate sc les. They also vary

in their potential for possible manipulation. The first group of variables- -

teacher demdgraphics are clearly characteristics of the individual teachers

and are not generally considered classroom characteristics. These variables

offer almose-416=IrOtential for manipulation with the aim of improving class-
/

room climate. But, in spite of the fact that these variables are teacher

characteristics, they could still influence classroom atmosphere.

There is no reason that a teacher's age or sex or years experience, for

example, might not affect class climate. The climate construct, after all,

. purports to measure student perceptions of the multitude of interacting

variables which blend to establish the personality of the class. Teacher

age and sex (and-other demographic variables) are certainly among these

interacting variables. If, however, these teacher demographic variables

were found to account for a large portion of the climate variance, one would

be forced to question the climate construct--concluding that climate
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instruments measure teacher demographics instead, of class personality.

Each group of variables can be examined in the same way. And, they

will be discussed in such a sequence that each group becomes more proximate

to the classroom and also more susceptible to manipulation.

The first subset of variables--teacher demographics--consists of

six variables. These six variables are:

1. Age (scored 18 to 75)

2. Sex (male, female)

3. Which one of the following categories best describes your
racial/ethnic backgrOund (white, non- white)

4. What is your approximate income (include your spouse,'s income
if married) (less than $5,000, $5,000 to $9,999, $10,000 to
$14,999, $15,000, to $19,999, $20,000 to $24,000, $25,000 or
more)

5. What is the highest academic credential that you hold?
(High school, Associate degree/Vocational certificate,
Bachelor's degree, Master's degree, Graduafe/Professtional
degree--Ph.D., Ed.D.T\J.D., M.D., etc.)

6. How many years of teaching experience have you had? (1 to 60)

The second subset of variables measure a certain number of the

teachers' educational beliefs. There are seven variables in this subset,

They are:

1. Teacher Discipline and Control. A scale composed of items
measuring the degree to which teachers believe that strong
discipline and tight control is necessary in the classroom.

*
2. Basic Subjects and Skills Emphasis. A scale measuring

the teachers opinion of the importance of basic skills
and subjects.

3. Student Concern. A scale measuring the teachers opinion
of the importance of personal contact with students.

*
4. Student Participation. Measures whether teachers feel

students should participate in deciding about various
classroom options.

See Appendix B for a list "bf variables which.define these scales.
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4. to 7. These three scales measure which of three functions
of schooling teachers believe should be most emphasized
at the school: 5. Intellectual Development, 6. Personal
Development, or 7. Vocational Development).

The third set of teacher variables pertain to the teacher's attitude

toward his/her career and school. These seven variables are:

1. Looking back on your expectations before you started your
presant career, were those expectations fulfilled? (Yes or no).

2. If yqu had it to do all over again, would you choose education
as aArofession? (Yes, no).

3. How much control do you have overall in how you carry out
your job? (None, little, some, a lot, complete).

4. Is the amount of control that you have over your joh: less
than you like to have, about the amount you like to have?

5. Students are often given grades A, B, C, D, and FAIL to
describe the quality of their work. If schools could be
graded in the same way, what grade would you give this
school? (FAIL, D, C, B, A)

"6. Bow much help do you feel you have in carrying out your
job? (Not enough, adequate).

7. Job Satisfaction.* This scale measures the teacher's
general satisfa,zion with his/her job.

The final group of-- variables are these the teacher responded to in

answering questions about his or her class that was also being surveyed. This

group ls called teacher description of classroom practices. There are fewer

variables is this category,but, since they pertain directly to the,class from

which the comparative climate data is obtained, the relationship between these

.variables and class climate might prove to be stronger than the relationship

with the teacher variables which, are more loosely tied to the specific class.

These six variables are the folloving.

1. Approximacely how much time do you usually spend per week
planning and preparing materials for this class? (0-1-hour,
2-3 hours, 4-6 hours, 7-10 hours, 11-13hours, 16 or more hours).

See Appendix B for a list of variables which define this scale.
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2. to 4. On the average, approximately what percentage of class
time ,is spent on each of the following:

(2) ;Daily;routinea (0%, 40%, 20%, 30%, 40%1 60%, 70%,
80%,.90%,'100%)

(3) Instruction (same as above)
(4) Getting students to behave (same as above)

5. Approximately, how much time do you expect students in
this class to spend on homework each day for this class?
(None, about a half an hour, about one hour, about two hours,
more than two hours). ,

.Relevance ot-eltis'content. (Combines two items asking
how useful, the teacher expects it to be later in the
students' livea:--very useless,, omewhat useless, somewhat
useful, very useful).

The final item in this set is clearly of a different type than the

previous five. The teacher is not describing' classroom practice with this

item. However, the item is class specific like the others and will be

analyzed with these other class specific items.

In each case, the sets of teacher variables were compared to the

version of the climate instrument containing 12 instead of 18 scales.

Analysis

The analytic technique which was used to relate the teacher variables

to the student perceptions of class climate was canonical correlation. This

analytic zethod is appropriate because it provides descriptions and the

levels of significance of the overall relationship of two sets of variables,

taking into account both the correlations of the variables within each set

as well as the correlations between the two sets. The canonical loadings

obtained from canonical analysis allow conclusions to be made about the

complex relationship between two sets of variables--each set containing

two or more variable.

The analyses of the relationships between student climate perceptions

and different sets of teacher variables were imputed, using the Biomed

BMDP6M Canonical Correlation Program (Biomedical Computer Programs, P-Series,

1979). In addition to the canonical correlations and the standardized
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orrelations between variables and canonical variates), which are used to

interpret the relationship between sets of variables.
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This program also computes skewness and kurtosis for each v riable.

Of the variables used ln these computations only a few departed fro

normality, and then only slightly. These departures from normal'distribu-

tions would be very unlikely to affect the results, so all variables have

been used in the analyses.

The sample used in these analyses was the junior higi and high

A
school sample for five subject areas: English/language arts mathematics,

social studies, science, and the arts. It was decided to omit foreign

languages, vocational education and physical education from the analyses

since there were fewer classes for foreign languages and physical education,

both foreign languages and vocational education enrolled a restricted

range of students, and physical education classes were usually composed

of only one gender.

In each case analyses were computed separately for t:te high school

and the junior high school samples. The unit of analysis in each case was

the classroom, utilizing the teacher data and aggregat'd (means) stucInt

data. The following analyses are based on no fewer than 397 classes at the

high school level and no fewer than 277 at the junior high school level.

Results (Teacher Demographics)

The first group of variables analyzed were those'classified as

teacher demographic variables. At the high school level, there were fAur

canonical correlations that were significant at the .01 level and at the

junior high school level, there were two. (The univariate summary statistics

for these variables and those used in the analyses that follow can le found

in Appendix C.) (The zero-order correlations for these variables are
.

available from the author on request.) The canonical correlations for the

J i
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high schools ranged from .41 to .22 and for the junior high schools

were .42 and .37. In this study, canonical correlations smaller than

.30 will not be reported, regardless of statistical significance. Correia-

tions less than .30 represent less than 107 shared variance between the two

groups of variables and can, therefore, be judged to be of little meaning-

ful Importance. Judgments, as to the importance of the individual variable

in the relationships established by the canonical correlations which exceed

.30,,can be made by examining the canonical loadings for each variate. The

canonical loadings that are weighted 1,30 or higher (or -.30 or lower) for

the significant canonical correlations found in the separate high school

and junior high school analyses can be found in Table 13. this and all

the tables that follow the variables are arranged so that the variables

with the highest loadings (and, therefore, the most importance) begin and

conclude the list. The most important positively related variable begins

the list and the most important negatively related variable concludes the

list.

For the high schools, the first correlation indicates that older

male teachers with higher credentials and more experience have classes that

the students perceive as being more competitive, and lower in Peer Esteem

and Classroom Physical Appearance. The second correlation mainly reflects

the relationship between teacher sex and the climate scales. Female teachers

are eeen as having classes higher in Compliance and lower in Classroom

Physical Appearance, Competitiveness and Decision-making.

The first significant correlation at the junior nigh school level

indicates that younger female teachers with relatively fewer credentials

and years experience and lower incomes have classes with better instructional

practices and appearance, higher Compliance, and Peer Esteem and lower
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Table 13

Teacher Demographics

High Schools Teacher Variables Loadings Climate Scales Loadings

1st Canonical Years Experience 79 Student Competitiveness 39
Age 64 Student Compliance -31

.41 . Highest Credential 62 Student Cliqueness -35
Teacher Ethnicity 39 Teacher Affect -36

sig.=.009 .Teacher Sex -45 Peer Esteem'_ -51
Class Physical Appearance -56

2nd Canonical Teacher Sex 75 Student Compliance 35
'Highest Credential 40 Class Physical Appearance -35

.34 Student Competitiveness -37
Student Decision-Makinit -53

3rd Canonical Teacher Income 89 Instructional Practices 38
Teacher Affect 31

.28 Student Cliqueness 30

sig.=.000
Teacher Favoritism -32

Junior Highs

1st Canonical Teacher Sex 53 Instructional Practices 67
Teacher Ethnicity 33 Class Physical Appearance 64

.42 Teacher Income -52 Student Compliance 61
Highest ,..redential -55 Peer Esteem 43

sig.=.000 Age -66 Teacher,Affect 48
Years Experience -69 Student Apathy / -40

2nd Canonical Teacher Income 48 Teacher Affect 63
Age -33 Instructional Practices 33

.37 Years Experience -34 Student Apathy -38
Teacher Ethnicity -58 Classroom Dissonance -44

Teacher Favoritism -49
Task Difficulty -60
Student Competitiveness -77
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Student Apathy. The second correlation relates higher income, lower age

and experience and being non-minority to classes higher in Teacher Affect,

and Instructional Practices, and lower in Student Apathy, Classroom Dissonance,

Teacher Favoritism, Task Difficulty, and Student Competitiveness.

Discussion (Teacher Demographics)

The largest canonical correlations for the high and junior high

schools represent canonical R-squares of .16 and .18 respectively.

Obviously, this first subset of teacher variables does not account for a

large amount of variance between the two sets of variables. The amount of

variance a,..counted for is not inconsequential, but it is not large. Clearly,

this climate measure is not"measuring only teacher demographic characteristics.

Teacher demographic characteristics are classroom "givens" and are

not among the variables one would attempt to change if the climate of the

class weri deemed in need of improvement. But, even if they would not be

targeted for change, there is no reason why these variables would not have

an impact on the atmosphere of the class. A teacher's age and sex may yeti,

well affect the way students interact in the classroom with the teacher

and with one another. Sex and age, after all, are influential in other

,social situations.

The magnitude of the R-squares obtained from the canonical correla-

tions between teacher demographics and classroom climate scales gives an

estimate of the relationship between these teacher characteristics and the

atmosphere of the class. They clearly-do not account for much of the

variance in class climate, but they obviously are related.

Within this context, some generalizations can be made about the

relationship of individual variables. The first loadings for the junior

high school canonical correlation and that of the first high school
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correlation are quite similiar. In both cases, years experience has the

highest loading among the teacher variables with age, highest credential and

sex all being important. In both cases, being more experienced, older, with

more credentials and male is associated negatively with the positive climate

scales. The opposite is also true. Apparently, teachers with more ex-

perience, etc. are not viewed as favorably as teachers with the opposite

characterists. This relationship between years of teaching experience and

climate score has been examined in other studies with conflicting results.

Moos (1979), for example, found no relationship between the two, but Anderson,

Walberg, and Welch (1969) found a relationship very much like the one re-

ported here. They suggest that students feel mo:e of a "unity in common

task" with the inexperienced teachers--that they are learning with the teacher--

and this leads more positive classroom climate.

Teacher'sex is important, also, in the second high school correlation.

Being female, with higher credentials, is related to classes high in Com-

pliance and low in Decision-making, Competitiveness, and Classroom Physical

Appearance. In each of the correlations in which gender is important, being

female is associated with higher Student Compliance. Moos (1979) also found

teacher sex to be related to specific climate scales. But, Moos' scales

and-those used in this study are not similar enough to determine whether the

findings of the two studies are parallel.

The second correlation at the junior high level, which relates teacher

income and ethnicity to the climate scales, probably represents a school effect

rather than an overall-association between income and ethnicity and class

climate. If more than a school effect were present, one would expect a more

logical relationship between income and the other teacher variables generally

associated with income--variables like age and years experience. In this case,

5S
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lower age and experience are related to higher income. This is a condition

that only seems logical if it is salary differences between schools that makes

the difference. Unfortunately, limitations in time and resources prevented

further untangling of 6;ese relationships.

Results (Teacher Educational Beliefs)

Thd analyses relating teacher educational beliefs to class climate

scores resulted in fewer significant canonical correlations than the previous
1

analyses. There were two significant correlations at the high school level

and one at the junior high school level (see Table 14). The first significant

high'school canonical correlation has high positive loadings for Teacher

Control and Basics and high negative loading for Student Participation.
.

These loadings are associated with higher scores for teacher Favoritism and

lower scores. for Classroom Physical Appearance, Teacher Affect and Student

Decision-making. The second correlatiOn relates a higher score on the In-

tellectual Function and a lower score on the,Vocational Function to lower

scale scores for both Classroom Dissonance and Student Decision-making.

The first canonical correlation at the junior high level is essen-

tially the same as the first high school variate except a few more variables

are included. The most important of these are the climate scales of Task

Difficulty and Student Apathy, which load pobitively, and Instructional
4

Practices which loads negatively.

Discussion (Teacher Educational Beliefs)

The amount of variance shared between the teacher educational belief

variables and the climate scales is essentially the same for both levels.

The R-square fdr the first high school correlation is .15 and for the

junior high school correlation is .14. As with the previous subset of

variables, this subset does pot account for a large amount of the variance

5 !j
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Table 14

Teacher Educational Beliefs

High Schools Teacher Variables Loadings Climate Scales Loadings

1st Canonical Teacher Control 78 Teacher Favoritism 35
Basics 53 Class Physical Appearance -47

.39 Intellectual Function 36 = Teacher Affect -58

sig. -.000
Student Participation -69 Student Decision- Making -73

2nd Canonical Intellectual Function 58 ClaWsroom Dissonance -39
Vocational Function -65 Student Decision-making -56

.32

Junior Highs

lst Canonical Teacher Control 82 Task Difficulty 58
Basics 50 -.Teacher Favoritism 48

.38 Intellectual Function 46 Student Apathy 45
Personal Function -40 Classroom Dissonance 37

sig. -.000 Student Participation -42 Peer Esteem -33
InstrUCtional Practices -59

'1

(

Class Physical Appearance -64
Teacher Affect -70
Student Decision-Making -70

Co



in the class climate scores. And again, though small, the amount of shared

variance is sufficient that it should not be ignored. These teacher educa-

tional beliefs, P?parently, do relate to climate scores and they do so in

interpretable ways.

At both levels, teachers believing in greater teacher control, more

emphasis on basic subjects and skills and relatively less student partici-'.

pation have clrqses which are petceived, quite understandably, as having less

Student Decision-making. Classes taught by teachers with this combination

of beliefs are also seen as having teachers who display relatively more

negative affect toward the students and who show more favoritism among the

students. The classes are also seen as having a less pleasant physical

appearance. (This variable seems to have a large component of general

student satisfaction or dissatisfaction, so it is not clear whether teachers

with these beliefs actually have classrooms with a less pleasant appearance.)

With the exception of the Student Decision-making scale, these climate

scales largely reflect the affective interaction between teachers and

students. At the junior high school level, instructional scales are also

found to be, related to the same combination of teacher beliefs. Teachers

holding the same beliefs are also seen as having more difficult classes but,

at the same time, these teachers are seen as displaying poofer instructional

practices. At both levels, teachers believing in greater teacher control

and less student participation are viewed quite negatively, but only at the

junior high level are they also seen as more difficult and less capable in

their instructional practices. Perhaps, at the junior high school level,

teachers believing in the importance of greater teacher control and less

student participation are preoccupied with classroom management to the expense

of instruction. Or, perhaps, students at this age level are indicating a

preference for teachers using practices which involve more student participation.
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In any case, at both levels there seems to be a conflict apparent in a

number of climate categories--a conflict between the belief of teacher con-

trol and positive student perceptions of class climate.

The second high school correlation is less clear. Teachers belieying

that the intellectual function of the school is more important and the

vocational less important have classes that are lower in Dissonance and

Decision-making. Perhaps these teachers are more goal oriented and business

like--leaving their students with less time and freedom to make decisions

or misbehave.

Results (Teacher Attitude Toward Career and School)

The third aeries of analyses were computed using the climace..scales

and seven variables measuring teacher attitudes toward career and school.

It was felt that the teacher's satisfaction with his/her career and school

might relate to classroom interactions as measured by the class climate

instrument.

The separate analyses for the h,gh schools and junior high schools

resulted in a correlation of .43 significant at the .000 level for the high

schools and a correlation of .34 significant at the .02 level for the junior

highs. The two levels are quite similar, as can be seen in Table 15. At

the high schools, teachers who have higher scores on School Grade, Job

Satisfaction, rhoose'education again and control over job are in classes

that the students perceive as having more Student Decision-making, Teacher

Affect and Peer Esteem, better Classroom Physical Appearance and Instructional

Practices and less Classroom Dissonance and Student Apathy. At the junior

high school level, School Grade does not load on the variate, but the other

high school teacher variables do. The junior high teachers also include

higher scores on Satisfaction with Job Control and Expectations fulfilled.
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Table 15

Teacher Attitudes

High Schools Teacher Variables loadings Climate Scales Loadings

1st Canonical School Grade 78 Student Decision-making 60
Job Satisfaction 77 Teacher Affect 56

".43 Choose Education Again 66 Class Physical Appearance 56
Control over Job , 48 Peer Esteem 52

instructional Practices 34
Classroom Dissonance -30
Student Apathy -39

Junior 'Highs

1st Canonical Control over Job 85 Teacher Affect 71
Satisfaction with Instructional Practices 61

.34 Job Control 70 Class Physical App4arance 52
Job Satisfaction 47 Peer Esteem 51
Choose Education Again 38 Teacher Favoritism -56
Expectations Fulfilled 36 Student Apathy -58

Classroom Dissonance -67

Decimal Points have been omitted.
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As for the climate scales, Student Decision - making does not load on the first

variate. Student Decision-making is replaced with a low score on Teacher

Favoritism.

Discussion (Teacher Attitude)

The magnitude of the R-squares for the two levels is .18 for the

high schools and .12 for the junior highs. This is similar to the amount

of variance that the other significant variates have shared. These two

correlations substantiate an interesting relationship between teacher

attitude and student perceptions of the class. Teachers who are satisfied

with their careers and school have classes in which students respond

positively to a variety of climate scales. The canonical analysis, of

course, does not imply causation. An equally plausible case could be made for

the direction of causation being in either direction. Nevertheless, teacher

attitude and student perceptions of the class are related, at least for this

sample. An interesting difference between the two levels is that for the

high school teachers the somewhat general items--school grade and job sat-

isfaction--have the highest loadings with the positive climate scales, but

for the junior high teachers it is the more specific items dealing with

teacher control which have the highest loadings. This seems to suggest that,

at the high schools, the teachers who are pleased with the school and the

working conditions at the school have the classes with more positive climates.

On the other hand, at the junior high schools, it is the teachers who are

satisfied with the control they hav9 over their classes who have the more

positive climates.
4.

Results (Teacher Perceptions of Classroom Practices)

The final group of teacher variables which were analyzed separately

were those measuring the teacher's perception of his/her classro.jm practices as

6,1
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they pertained to the specific class being surueyed. The canonical analysis

computed at the high school level found two canonical correlations significant

at the .01 level (R=.55, R=.39) and the analysis at *he junior high level

found two (R=.43, R=.40). The variable loadings for these variates can be

seen in Table 16.

The loadings for the first significant variate at the high school

level demonstrates that in classes where teachers spend more time on behavior

and less time on instruction and where less homework is expected, there are

hider scores for Student Apathy, Classroom Dissonance and Student Cliqueness,

and lower scores for Teacher Affect, Student Compliance, Instructional

Practices and Pe=r Esteem. The second variate relates higher scores for

Expected Homework, Teacher Preparation, and Time on Behavior to higher

scores for Task Difficulty, Teacher Favoritism and Student Apathy, and to

lower scores for Student Compliance, Classroom Physical Appearance, Teacher

Affect, Instructional Practices and Student Decision-making.

The first of the significant variates at the junior high level

relates classes in which teachers report expecting more homework; and

spending more time, on instruction and preparation to higher scores on

Student Compliance, Peer Esteem, and Classroom Dissonance and lower scores

on Student Decision-making and Student Apathy. The second variate relates

teacher reports of more time spent on behavior, and less belief that the

content is useful to classes with_ higher scores on Task Difficulty, Student

Apathy, Classroom Dissonance and Teacher Favoritism and lower scores on

Instructional Practiies, Teacher Affect, Student Compliance and Peer Esteem.

Discussion (Teacher Perceptions of Classroom PractiCes)

The canonical R for the first variate, at the high school level,

represents an R-square of .30--indicating that this subset of variables
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High Schools

1st Canonical

.55

Table 16

Teacher Perceptions of Classroof Practices

Teacher Variables Loadings Climate Scales

60

2nd Canonical

.19

sig.=.000

Junior Highs

1st Canonical

.43

sig.=.000

2nd Canpnical

.40

Time on Behavior
Expected Homework
Time on Instruction

Expected Homework
Teacher Preparation
Time on Behavior

Expected Homework
Time on IdWtruction
Teacher Preparation

80 Student Apathy
-48 -Classroom Dissonance
-76 Student Cliqueness

Peer Esteem
Instructional Practices
Student Compliance
Teacher Affect

59 Task Difficulty
57 Teacher Fayoritism
52 Student Apathy

Student Compliance
Class Physical Appeara
Teacher Affect
Instructional Practices
Student Derision-making

91

40

36

Time on Behavior 87

Usefulness of Content -33

Loadings

83

78,

- 42

-47

- 50

- 62

42

32

-33
e -4

-50
-68
-74

'Student Compliance 47
Peer Esteem 42

Classroom Dissonance 33

Student Decision-Making -59
Student Apathy -59

Task Difficulty 68
Student Apathy : 58

Classroom bissonance 48
Teacher Favoritism. 41

Peer Esteem -39
Student Compliance -74
Teacher Affect -76
Instructional Practices -82

66
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accounts for about 30% of the variance in the climate scores. The loadings

for each variable indicate that there are basically three teacher variables

involved in this relationship--Time on Behavior, Time on Instruction and

Expected Homework. While 30% shared variance is not large enough that

these three variables could be considered a major influence on the climate

scores, these variables have a strong enough relationship to suggest they

are clearly important. This is especially interesting in view of the recent

importance that the vari9ke "time on instruction" seems_to be assuming as

a predictor of cognitive ahievement (see, for example, Rosenshine, 1976).

This particularanalysis also seems to indicate that time on instruction is

related to student perceptions of the class.

Of course, from canonical correlatio , like other correlations,

one cannot be certain of the dirECITon of causality. This study is ex-

ploratory in intent and the relationships discovered here need further

testing and analysis to deterinine causality. But, the strength of the re-

lationship is suggestive.

The R-square for the second correlation is half that of the first

correlation--.15. Here again, Expected Homework and Time on Behavior are

important. Thia time, however, they both have the same sign. This variate

represents teachers who regort,spending relatively more time on Behavior

and who expect relatively more Homework They also spend more time in

preparation. These teather's classes are seen as being more difficult and

have lower scores for most of the positive climate scales. In spite of

spending more time in preparation and expecting more homework from the students,

these teachers spend more time on behavior and their classes are not viewed

as favorably.

These two correlations demonstrate the-importance of and show the

interactions among a relatively few teacher variables. Four types of classes

67



can be identified from these tea ',ar variables. There are two types of

classes in which teachers spend a lot of time on behavior. In one type,

the teacher expecls relatively less homework and spends less time on in-

struction. The students in these classes perce e their classes as being

more apathetic, dissonant and cliquish: They o see their classes as

having less Peer Esteem, less warmth from the teacher and poorer Instructional

Practices. In the second type, tai. addition to spending a lot of time on

behavior, the teachers report being better prepared and expecting more home-

work. The students in these classes perceive their classes negatively, just

as the earlier group, but they also find the classes more difficult and feel

they have less Decision-making.

The other two types of classes represent the opposites of the previous

two types. Classes where teachers spend more time on instruction and expect

more homework are perceived positively and those where there is less homework

expected and less time in preparation, the classes are again perceived

positively but are also seen as being easier.

The R-squares for the junior high analysis are .18 and .16. The

junior high schools split time on behavior and instruction into two

variates. The first indicates that teachers who expect more homework,

spend more time on instruction and spend more time on preparation have

classes where the students are more compliant, have more Peer Esteem and

less Classroom Dissonance. The classes are also perceived as being less

apathetic and as having less Student Decision-making. For this variate,

more focus on homework and instruction are related chiefly to 'cudent

behavior variables rather than those measuring instructional practices or

teacher-student interaction.
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The same is not true of the second variate. This variate primarily

represents the relationship between time on be'ravior and several climate

scales, These scales include some dealing with instructional practices

and teacher-student interactions. More time on behavior is related to

class'er that are seen as more difficult and instructional practices seen

as poorer. Teacher affect is also seen as low while favoritism is high.

As for the student behavior variables, classes in which more time is spent

on behavybr have students who are perceived as more apathetic and dissonant,

less compliant and with lower Peer Esteem.

It is curious that these two variates do not form a singl bipolar

on..1 as was the case for the high schools. But for the junior highs, in the

classes Where the teachers are obviously instructionally focused, the

related climate perceptions focus on student behavior. In contrast, in the

classes where teachers spend more time on behavior, the classes are seen

as possessing less favorable student behavior, instructional practices

and -eacher-student interactions.

It is also interesting that, at both levels, Task Difficulty is not

directly related to expected homework or time on instruction. Instead,

the amount of time on behavior seems to influence most directly the students'

perceptions of Task Difficulty.
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Conclusions (Teacher Variables)

There was a dual purpose in relating the teacher variables to the '

class climate scores. The first reason for doing so was to help determine

what the climate instrument actually measures and the second reason was

to help discover more specific variables that covary with the climate

scales. Had the teacher variables accounted for a large proportion of the

variance in the climate scales, the climate construct would have been called

into question--it being considered an alternate measure of teacher character-

istics. This, however, wad not the case. Of the teacher variables, the

teacher demographic subset is the most pertinent to this concern. And,

as reported earlier, this subset did not have a canonical correlation that

accounted for more than 18Z shared variance. The climate instrument, there-

foil, cannot be considered an alternate measure of teacher characteristics.

Each of the subsets of teacher variables related in some degree to

the climate scales, however. This should not be unexpected. The teacher

is an important member of the classroom context and it is not too difficult

to accept that even a teacher's age or sex might effect the student per-

ceptions of the context. It was within this frame of reference that re-

lationships with specific and possibly manipulable variables were sought.

The relationship between specific variables of the two groups have been

discussed in the previous section describing each subset of teacher variables.

The generalization that can be made, looking across all of these subsets, '

is that, generally, it is the subset of teacher variables that relate to

the climate scores rather than isolated variables within each subset.

Teacher sex, age, credential and experience, for example, formed a group

that related to several of the climate, scales. Younger female teachers

with less teaching experience and fewer credentials had classes higher in
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Classroom Physical Appearance, Peer Esteem and Student Compliance. And,

teachers with educational beliefs favoring more Teacher Control, Banic

Subjects and Skills, and less Student Participation, had classes lower in

Student Decision-making, Teacher Affect and classroom Physical Appearance.

Compared to the other subgroups, the variables describing teacher
ik

perceptiohs of classroom practices accounted for more variance and needed

fewer variables to establish the relationship. This is true, perhaps,

because these variables are the most clearly classroom specific variables.

In any case, these variables probably have the most to offer as tangible

variables that could be manipulated in an attempt to change class climate

scores.
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Observation Data and Classroom Climate

The third major section of this study is designed to compare student

perceptions of classroom climate to perceptions of the class obtained from

trained observers. These twu data sources are sufficiently different in both

focus and generality that no direct variable by variable comparison is possible.

Furthermore, the instruments used to collect the data were neither conceived

nor designed with the idea of direct comparison. In addition, the question

of which type of data is the most valid has not beta' resolved. Walberg, for

exampTle, feels that perhaps "what is objectively counted or measured should

be weighted and justified by what is subjectively perceived" (1976).

The purpose, then, of this section of the study is not to validate

the climate construct by comparing climate responses to observation data,

but is intended'instead to compare the two data sources in an attempt to

discover variables from the observation data that covary with student climate

perceptions. The observation instrument focuses on specific and observable

classroom events. The climate instrument, in contrast, solicits responses

that are more abstract and subjective. Even so (as previously reported) the

subjective data obtained by climate instruments do help account for student

ach evement. The abstractness of the construct, however, makes it difficult

to k ow what to manipulate when attempting to change class climate. This

section of the study is intended to isolate specift6-variables from the

observation data that are related to the climate responses of students and

that are manipulable.

Procedure

The observation data for this study were collected by trained observers

using a modified version of the SRI observation instrument. (For a detailed

7z
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description of the instrument and a discussion of the modifications made,

see Giesen and Sirotnik, 1979.) The instrument is made up, basically, of

four parts. The first, the Physical Environment Inventory, records seating

and grouping patterns, furnishing, materials and architectural features of

the class. The next section, the Classroom Snapshot, records data about

what each adult and child in the classroom is doing, the size of the groups

of students, and the nature of the activities in progress. This section

end the third section, the Five Minute Interaction (FMI), is replicated four

times during each observation period. The FMI uses five response categories

for the observer: "Who does the action?", "To whom is it directed?", "What

is done?", "What is the context?" and "How is it done?" The final section,

the Daily Summary, affords an overview of the space and materials available

as well as the decision-making process in evidence. At the junior high and

high school levels, ,one full observation consisted of an entire clasloperiod.

With only a few exceptions, each sampled class was observed three times.
4

The number of possible code combinations for the instrument is very

large--the FMI section alone has nearly 1000 possible combinations. Faced

with this abundance of possible variables, it was necessary to limit those

used in the analyses. Limiting the variables for this portion of the study

followed the same pattern that was used for limiting the teacher variables.

The variables obtained from the observation instrument were examined, and

those felt to be the ones most logically related to climate scores were

chosen. The next step taken to assure a manageable number of variables

was to group the variables in several different categories. These categories

were chosen based on the organization of the observation instrument. The

first category consisted of variables taken from the Physical Environment
i.

Inventory, the Daily Summary and the Snapshot portions of the instrument.
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The next two categories Tere taken from the Five-Minute Interaction section- -

the first category reflecting "What" was done and the second category re-

flecting "How" the action was done. This Portion of the instrument con-

sisted of a series of FMI frames of the fol owing format.

Who To Whom What Cx.

ee06000000 OMAMMg
cp@ecioecineeoeommomm
109$04)(4Q40(DoCt NM06

Without belaboring the details, one of these frames would be "bubbled"

in on the average of every45 seconds depicting who was doing what to whom

and how and in what context. For example, if the teacher (who) was correcting

(what) a student (whom) with guid.ence (how) during instruction (context),

the frame would be bubbled in by the observer as follows.

Who To Whom What Cx. H.
e00@e0C)0000 egMAMP
@@@0410C400000 CYO
CD190(99C)00008 (XX).

A typical pattern indicating behavioral control is

O
e
@

Who

eeeeemDe
eoale(D000cioommump
8G(940080e

To Whom What Cx. H.

onmkro
'6010

in the case of.mild discipline or

.

esZaWaoth"Oe
44Doceem0e0
0Q8C69,0000CI

cx05:gdom.
ommomm

re 0 0

in the case of a more major punitive action.

r1 Ll
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The instrument is exceedingly complex (but surprisingly trainable)

yielding thousands of potential variables. The reader is strongly advised

to consult Giesen and Sirotnik (1979) for a more comprehensive and detailed

explanation of the observation system. (A sample observation instrument

and a guide to tne meaning of the FMI codes can be found in Appendix D ).

Analysis

As with the teacher variables, canonical correlation was chosen as

the analytic technique to assess the multivariate relationship between the

observation variables and the climate scales. While canonical correlation

is an appropriate choice for this type of comparison of variables, the nature

of the data collected by the Five-Minute Interaction portion of the observa-

tion instrument hindered the effectiveness of this or any other multivariate

technique. An examination of the FMI data offers impressive evidence of a

sort of "sameness" across the classes in our sample. Most of the events

that the observation instrument was devised to record occurred with a uniform

infrequency. Relatively few classes deviated from this uniformity. This

restricted the :umber of variables that occurred with enough frequency or

that had normal enough distributions to be used in the multivariate analyses.

To overcome the problems created by the variables that deviated from normal

distributions, square root transformations were performed on each of the

problematic variables. The transformed variables were then used in the

analyses.

Even after performing these transformations, there was still a

restricted number of FMI variables that could be used. In fact, there were

so few FMI "How" variables remaining that reasonable interpretation of

the associations between them and the climate scales would have been

7.)
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impossible. The "How" variables were, therefore, dropped from further

analysis.

The number of "who/what/to whom" variables that could be used was sub-

stantially reduced. The variables eliminated were mainly those intended to

measure classroom affect. The affect variables might reasonably be expected

to relate to a number of the climate scales, but these relationships could

not be determined because of how infrequently negative or positive affect was

observed in the sampled classrooms. The "who/what/to whom" variables that

could be used deal mainly with teacher instructional practices, student re-

spOnses or student initiated interactions.

The first of the categories of variables finally chosen to be used

in the analyses consists of portions of the Physical Environment Inventory,

the Daily Summary and the Classroom Snapshot. The variables used are the

following:

1. The degree of alteration to the Physical Environment (Little,
Moderately or Highly altered).

2. Space Rating (Crowded, Adequate, Spacious).

3. Student use of materials and equipment (Restricted, Partially
Restricted, Unrestricted).

4. Locus of decision-making (Predominantly Teacher, Predominantly
Student).

5. Rank of class at high interest level (1 = 0% to 24%, 2 = 25%
to 49%, 3 = 50% to 74%, 4 = 75% to 100%).

6. Variety of instructional activities by observation

7. Variety of grouping by observation

8. Teacher directed activities.

*
Item 8 represents the relative frequency (%) that these activities occurred

summed over all snapshots for each class.

l f7



9. Independent of adult--cooperative activity.*

10. Independent of adult--independent activity.
*

11. Adult involved in custodial or routine activities.

12. Explaining, lecturing or reading aloud.*

13. Disscussion.

14. Work on written assignments.

15. Taking test or quiz.

16. Student non-task behavior or teacher social interaction--
no assignment.*

*
17. Student non-task behavior during assignment.

71

The other group of observation variables used consists of the FMI

"who/what/to whom" variables that occur with enough frequency that it is

possible to use them in multivariate analyses. The "who/what/to whom" variables

offered the pktential of being obser-red in any one of four contexts: instructional

behavioral /. 'social, and routine. The variables that remained for the

following analyses are mostly from the instructional context with some from

the behavioral context. Since most are instructional, in the discussion that

follows all of the variables are instructional unless they are labeled

otherwise. The FMI "What" group is made up of the following variables.

1. Direct question--adult to one student.
2. Direct questionadult to two or more students.
3. Instruction/explanation--adult to one student.
4. Instruction/explanation--adult to a small or medium group.
5. Instruction/explanation--adult to a large group.
6. Imperative commandadult to one student.
7. Comients/general actionadult to one student.
8. Acknowledgment--adult to one student.
9. Simple Correction--adult to one student.
10.. Correction with guidance--adult to one or more.
11. Monitor Observe - -to two or more students.
12. Monitor Observe with movement--adult to one or more students.

* Items 9 through 17 represent the relative frequency (%) that these activities
occrred summed over all snapshots for each class. Items 12 through 17 were,
in addition, weighted according to the number of students in the class in-
volved in each activity.
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13. Student response
14. Student contributing
15. Student questioning
16. Student response--non-verbal
17. Simple correction--adult to one student (behavior)
18. Simple correction--adult to two or more students (behavior)
19. Adult working Alone (behavior)*
20. Adult interacting with other adult (behavior)*
21. Student response (behavior)

Results (Snapshot, Daily_Summary and Physical Environment Inventory)

At both the high school and junior high levels there were four

canonical correlations that exceeded .30 and were significant to the .01

level. For the high schools the canonical correlations ranged from .61 to

.33 (see Table 17) and for the junior high schools the range was from .62

to .41 (see Table 18). The first variate at the high school level relates

greater student decision- making and less difficulty to a number of obser-

vation variables. The two climate scales are related to more student

freedom to use materials and equipment, more student control of decision-

making, and a greater variety of grouping patterns. In addition, these

scales relate to less work on written assignments, less taking of tests

and quizzes, less teacher direction of activities, and less explanation,

lecturing or reading aloud. For the second variate more teacher direction

of activities, less independent direction of activities, and fewer students

being off-task both during an assignment and while there was no assignment

relates to a more pleasant physical appearance, greater peer esteem, higher

teacher affect, and better instructional practices and less apathy, cliqueness

and classroom dissonance. (See Appendix E for univariate summary statistics.)

(Zero-order correlations for the observation variables are available from

the author on request.)

The third variate indicates that for classes where more students are

at a higher interest level and where there is less discussion, students per-

ceive better instructional practices, more competitiveness and more compliance.

*
These items represent the sum over all contexts except instruction.
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Table 17

Snapshot, Daily Summary and Physical
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Environment Inventory Variables

Hi ;h Schools Observation Variables Loadin s Climate'Scales Loadings

1st Canonical Unrestricted Use of Materials 46 Student Decision-Making 89
Locus of Decision-Making -41 Task Difficulty -44

.61 Variety of Grouping 39

Cooperative Direction 31
sig.=.000 Work on Written Assignment 35

Taking Tests -38
Teacher *Direction -42
Explaining, Lecturing -67

2nd Canonical Teacher Direction 42 Classroom Physical Appearance 57
Work on Written Assignments -31 Peer Esteem 50

.48 Variety of Grouping -32 Teacher Affect 35
Teacher-Custodial, Routine -33 Instructional Practices 34

sig..;.000 Independent Direction -42 Student Apathy -55
Non-Task, No Assignment -49 Student Cliqueness -56
Non-Task, Assignment -76 Classroom Dissonance -64

3rd Canonical Percent at High Interest 50 Instructional Practites 50
Discussion -63 Student Competitiveness 40

.41 Student Compliance 34

sig.=.000

4th Canonical AlteratiOn of Environment 60 Student Cliqueness 48
Cooperative Direction 44 Classroom Physical Appearance 46

.33 Variety of Grouping 35 Task Difficulty 30
Teacher Direction -35

sig.=.000

79
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Table 18

Junior High School Snapshot, Daily Summary and Physical Environment InventoryVariables

Junior Hi h Schools Observation Variables Loadings Climate Scales Loadings

1st Canonical

.62

sig.=.000

Cooperative Direction 49
Spaciousness 48
Locus of Decision-Making 47

Unrestricted Use of Materials 46
Variety of Grouping' 37

Taking Tests -38
Work on Written Assignments -49
Teacher Direction -47

Explaining, Lecturing -48

Student Decision-Making 77

2nd Canonical Percent at High Interest 44 Student Compliance 76
Discussion 43 Instructional Practice 74

.47 Variety of Grouping 31 Peer Esteem, 58
Non-Task, Assignment -66 Classroom Physical Appearance 44

.Teacher Affect 43
Student-Cliqueness -39
Task Difficulty -41

Classroom Dissonance -54
Student Apathy -69

3rd Canonical Percent at High Interest 41 Classroom Dissonance , 55
Variety of Grouping -37 Student Competitiveness 54

.44 Explaining, Lecturing -37 Task Difficulty 38
Discussion -48 Student Apathy 34

sig.=.000 Student Compliance -30
Peer Esteem -37
Teacher Affect -46

4th Canonical Independent Direction 50 Classroom Physical Appearance 53
Variety of Activities 44 Student Competitiveness -45

.41 Degree of Alteration 43
Teacher-Custodial, Routine 37

sig.=.000
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The final variate indicates that classes with more highly altered en-

vironments, more cooperative direction of activities, more variety of

grouping and less teacher direction of activities are perceived as having

more cliqueness, and as being in more pleasent physical surroundings.

At the junior high "school level the first variate is nearly identical

to the first variate at the high school level. Classes that are perceived

as having more student decision-making.are viewed by the observers as having

more cooperative direction of activities, as being more Ilacious and as

having more student control of decision-making and more freedom in the use

of materials. There is also less work on written assignments, less teacher

direction of activi*ies and less explaining, lecturing, and reading aloud.

The second variate relates classes with a larger percentage of students at

high interest, with more discussion and with less non-task activity during

an assignment to a number of climate scales. These classes are perceived

as having more compliance,' better instructional practices, more peer esteem,

better physical appearance, and more teacher affect. They are also seen as

having less cliqueness, dissonance, and apathy.

The percentage of students at high interest is important in the third

variate as well as the s id. In this case, classes where more students are

at high interest, and where there is less variety of grouping, explaining,

lecturing and discussion. the students find the classes to be higher in

dissonance, competitiveness, difficulty and apathy, and lower in compliance,

peer esteem, and teacher affect. The final junior high variate indicates

that, for classes where the students perceive a more pleasant physical

appearance and less competitiveness, observers see more independent direction

of actIvicies, more variety of activities, a greater degree of alteration to

the environment and more teacher time on custodial or routine acti,..ties.

Si
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Discussion (Snapshot, Daily Summary and Physical Environment Inventory)

The set of observation variables used in the preceding two analyses

have a stronger relationship with class climate than do the other sets of

variables which have been analyzed. This stronger relationship can be seen

in the size of the canonical R-squares. The canonical R-squares for the

significant variates (with a canonical R of over .30) at the high schools

are .37, .23, .17, and .11. At the junior high schools they are .39, .22,

.20, and .17.

At both levels, the first variate accounts for nearly 40% of the

shared variance. The variables that load on the first'variate are basically

the same at both levels. These loadings indicate a numcer of observation

variables that are associated with greate,student decision-making. More

freedom to use materials, greater variety of grouping, more student control

over decision-making, more cooperative direction of activities and less

teacher direction are associated with the climate scale measuring student

decision-making. Less work. on written assignments, fewer tests and quizzes.

and less lecturing and explaining are also associated with more decision-

making. At the high school level these classes are also seen as being'less

difficult.

The remaining variates are not the same at the separate levels.

The second high school canonical correlation appears to represent classes

that could be described as business-like and satisfying. The important

observation variables are concerned with students being on-task and with the

director of activities. Classes where the students exhibit less non-task

behavior (assignment or no assignment) and are more teacher directed and

less independent directed are classes which have a more pleasant physical

appearance, where the students have more peer esteem and are less apathetic



and cliquish and where there is less classroom dissonance. So, these classes

are on-task and they are teacher directed, the students feel good about their

surroundings, themselves and their teachers, and there is less student mis-

behavior and apathy.

The third canonical variate indicates that in classes where there is

a higher percentage of students at high interest and there is less discussion,

the students feel the teacher uses better instructic,--;', practices and that

there is mole student com7et4iveness and compliance in the classes. It is

easy to see that better instrkictional practices and student compliance could

be related to more students ar high interest and more competitive classes

could be perceived as being at higher interest. The negative relationship

between these climate scales and class discussion is less clear. However,

the less centrwlized form of teacher control and direction generally

associated with class discussion might explain this relationship. Where

the teacher is not the sole focus of attention, the students might feel

there is poorer instructional practices and less student compliance.

For the final high school variate, the loadings indicate that in

,_lassrooms with more altered environments, a variety of grouping patterns,

and more cooperative direction and less teacher direction, there more

Student cliquishness and the classrooms have a better physical appearance.

rel_ationshir between altered environment and a better physical appearance

is Aerstandable. It appears that these classes with altered environments

also have more c,-,operative direction, and less teacher direction and a

4t--,ter variety of grcuping patterns, And, apparently, more grouping options

.1,1d less cen:_ra _2d directiop are associated with mere cliquishnesL among

the studentq
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The second and third canonical variates at the junior high level are

interesting because they represent different combinations of the same obser-

vation variables that lead to quite different relationships with the climate

scales. Both variates describe classes that the observers reported to have

a larger percentage of students at high interest. The first of these two

variates combine higher student interest with more class discussion, a

greater variety of grouping patterns, and less non-task during an assignment.

This combination has a positive association with a number of climate scales--

for example: more Student Compliance, better Instructional Practices, more

Peer Esteem, better Classroom Physical Appearance, more Teacher Affect,

less Classroom Cliqueness and less Student Apathy. The second of the

two variates combines a higher percentage of students at high interest level

with less variety of grouping patterns, less explaining and lecturing and less

discussion. This combination of observation variables relates to negative

student perception; of class climate. The specific scales indicate more

Classroom Dissonance, more,j Student Competitigeness, more Task Difficulty,

more Student Apathy, less Student Compliance, less Peer Esteem, and less

Teacher Affect. So, while the observers saw a larger percentage of students

at high interest in both of these typ-es of classes, the students perceived

the classes to be nearly opposites. No doubt, the other variables loading

with "percent at high interest" help explain the student perceptions, but

these results would also lead to the questioning of an observer's accuracy

in making inferences about variables such as student interest.

The final junior high variate contains classes that the students

perceive as more pleasing in physical appearance and less competitive. The

observers see these class.!s as having more independent direction, a greater

variety of activities, and a greater degree of alteration of the environment.

Si
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It seems consistent that an altered environment, greater variety of activities

and more independent direction of activities would be perceived as bettering

the physical appearance of a classroom and as resulting in less competition

among students. This variate brings to mind classes with different learning

stations and with flexibility in the use of these stationt.

As alluded to ,arlier, a comparison of the two levels for these

analyses reveals that the groups are essentially the same for the first

variate, but differ on the remaining three. Within the remaining variates

at the high school level the classes that appear to be viewed most positively

are those E,Aat are teacher directed and business-like. At the junior high

school level, the classes viewed most positively also seem to be on-task.

They are, in addition, .,c^^ia',.d with MOUE class discussions and a greater

variety of grouping.

Results (FMI "Whq/What/To Whom" Variables)

Of the analyses computed for this study, the following analysesusing

the observatj.cn "who/what/to whom" variables--display the strongest relation-

ships between the predictor variables and the climate scales. This is so in

spite _f the fact that numerous of the "who/what/to whom" variables that might

have been expected to be most stronglyrelated to classroom climate occurred

with such a low frequency that they were excluded from thege multivariate

analyses. The largest canonical correlations between the remaining FMI "who/

what/to whom" variables and the climate scams, for example, was .67 at the

high schools (see Table 19 for the canonical correlations and the variable

loadings) and .63 at the junior high schools (see Table 20). At the high

school level, there were six canonical correlations that were significant to

at least the .01 level and that had a canonical R of .30 or above, and at the

junior high school level the were four.

;)
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Table 19

High School FMI Variables

High Schools Observation Variables Loadings Climate Scales Loadings

1st Canonical Instruction, one student 38
Adult interacting with adult(Beh)38

Student Decision-Making
Classroom Dissonance

82

SS
.67 Imperative Command, one student 37 Instructional Practices 31

Instruction, small/med. group 31 Task Difficulty -51
sig.=.000 Acknowledgment, one student -47

Instruction, large group -69
Direct Question, two or more -74

2nd Canonical Student Questioning 35 Teacher Affect 51
Instruction, one student 33 Student Decision-Making 50

.57 Student Response, Nonverbal -43 Classroom Physical Appearance 34
Simple Correction, one stu(Beh) -56 Peer Esteem 32

sig.=.000 Student Response(Beh) -60 Student Apathy -48
Simple Correction,2 or more(Beh)-61 Classroom Dissonance -50

3rd Canonical Student Response(Beh) 58 Classroom Dissonance 64
Simple Correction, one stu(Beh) 55 Student Apathy- 59

.50 Student Contributirg 50 Student Cliqueness 42
Student Questioning 48 Task Difficulty 33

sig.=.000 Simple Correction,2 or more(Beh) 36 Student Compliance -35
Peer Esteem -42
Classroom Physical Appearance -47
Instructional Practices -50 ,

4th Canonical Adult interacting with adult(Beh'19 Student Cliqueness 84
Monitor/Observe with Movement 36 Teacher Favoritism 43

.37 Correction with Guidance 35

Student Response
sig,=.000 Direct Question, two or more -46

5th Canonical_ Instruction, small/med. group 41 Peer Esteem 60
Student Response, 40 Instructional Practices 36

.32 Student Questioning 35 Student Compliance 35
Direct Question, two or more 33 Classroom Physical Appearance 31

sig.*,000 Instruction, large gruup -31

6th Canonical Simple Correction, one stu(Beh) -32 Teacher Affect 48
Instruction, one student -37 Student Compliance 41

.30 Simple correction, one stude-.t -38 Pear Esteem 38
Task Difficulty -48

sig.*.000
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Junior High School FMI Variables

for ii :h Schools Observation Variables Loadin

81

Climate Scales Loadings

1st I:nonical Instruction, small/med. group 44 Student Apathy 61
Monitor/Observe with. Movement 39 Classroom Dissonance 56

.63 Student Response -33 Student Decision-Making 56
Student Questioning -38 Student Competitiveness 39

slg.=.000 Acknowledgment, one f_tudent -56 Teacher Favoritism 32
Direct Questions, two or more -65 Student Compliance -45

Teacher Affect -48

2nd Canonical Adult interacting with adult(Beh)30 Student Decision-Making 43
Student Response, Nonverbal -33 Classroom Dissonance -34

.51 Direct Question, ;one student -L5 Student Competitiveness -39
Imperative Command, one student -45

sig.=.000 Student Response -46

3rd Canonical Student Response, Nonverbal 41 Instructional Practices 79
Instruution, small/med. group 35 Teacher Affect 61

.48 Simple Correction, two or more Student Compliance 59
students(Beh) -31 Peer Esteem 58

sig.=.000 Student Response(Beh) -43 Classroom Physical Appearance 39
Simple Correction, one stu.(Beh)-60 Teacher.Favoritism -41

Student Apathy , -49
Task Difficulty -70

4th Canonical Instruction, to a large group 40 Student Cliqueness 40
Simple Correction, two or more Student Apathy 38

.43 ,,tudents(Beh) 36 Teacher Favoritism -38
Student Response -32 Student Competitiveness -54

sig.=.000 hperative Command, cne student -48
Simple Correction, one student -51
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The first of the high school canonical variates concerns classes per-

ceived as higher in Student Decision-Making and lower in Task Difficulty.

The observation variables related to these scales are more instruction to

one student, more adult to adult interactions, more imperative commands to

one student, less acknowledgment to one student, less large group instruction

and less direct questions to two or more students.

The second variate relates positiVe perceptions of the class to several

observation variables. They are more stWenti questioning and instruction to

one student and fewer nonverbal student responses, fewer simple corrections

of one, or two or more students' behavior, and fewer student responses in the

behavior context. Variate number three relates negative perceptions of the

class to the observation variables. More student responses (behavior),

more simple correction to one, two or more students (behavior) more students

contributing and more srUc!ent questions occur in classes perceived negatively.

The fourth variate identifies classes perceived as high in cliquishness

and teacher favoritism. These are classes with more adult to adult inter-

action, more teacher monitoring and observing while moving, more correction

with guidance, less student response and less direct questioning of two or

more students. Higher Peer Esteem is the main identifying scale cf the fifth

variate. Higher Peer Esteem is related to more instruction to small and

medium groups, more student responding, more student questioning, more direct

questions to two or more students and less instruction to large groups.

The last of the high school variates relates less simple correction of

one student (behavior), less instruction to one student and less simple correction

to one student (behavior) to more Teacher Affect, more Student Compliance,

more Peer Esteem and less Task Difficulty.

b
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At the junior high school level the first of the four canonical

variates represents classes that are largely viewed negatively (see Table 20).

The main exception is that these classes ant also seen as having more Student

Decision-Making. The observation variables relating to this combination of

scales are: more instruction to small and medium groups, more monitoring/

observing with movement, less student response, less student questioning,

less acknowledgment of one student and fewer direct questions. For the

second variate mgre Student Decision-Making, less Classroom ?4ssonance, and

less Student Competitiveness relate to the following variables: more adult

interacting with adult, less student nonverbal response, fewer direct questions

to one student, fewer imperative commands to one student, and less student

response.

The third variate represents classes the stuaeats perceive positively

on several scales. These positive perceptions relate to more student non-

verbal response, more instruction to small and medium groups, fewer simple

cctrection of two or more students (behavior), less)student response (behavior)

cadr-"Fewer simple corrections of one student (behavior). The final variate

makes an association between classes seen as being more cliquish and apathetic,

and less competitive and as having less teacher favoritism and the observation

variables that follow: more instruction to one student, more simple correction

of two or more students (behavior), less student response, fewer imperative

commands to one student, and fewer simple corrections to one student.

Discussion (FMI 'Who/What/To Whom" Variables)

At the high school level the canonical R-squares for the relationship

between the FMI "who/what/to whom" variables and the climate scales are .45,.33,

.25,.13,,'11,.O9 and for the junior high school level they are .39, .26, .23, .18.
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On the basis of these values, it is clear that the relationship between these

groups of variables is the strongest of the groups analyzed in this study.

While the R-squares are still not large in an absolute sense, they do in-

dicate that separate sets of these few specific variables taken from the

observation data account for up to 45% of the variance shared with the student

perceptions of class climate.

The R-square of .45 represents the first variate at the high school

level. This variate describes classes in which the students perceive more

freedom to make decisions. They alsb find these classes to be less difficult.

The observation variables which are associated with these tyo scales

suggest instructional grouping practices. Greater student freedom to

make decisions and less task difficulty appear to characterize classes in

which instruction is focused on individual students or groups of students

rather than on the total class. The positive loading of the "adult interacting

with adult" variable seems to suggest that more of these classes have a

teacher's aide. 1

The second variate is ot.e that describes classes seen as having

more positive Teacher Affect and less Student Apathy and Classroom Dissonance.

Student Decision-Making also loads on this variate. The unifying element

among the observation variables loading on this variate seems to be

whether the context of the variable is instructional or behavioral. The

variables whose context is instructional have positive loadings and thost

whose context is, behavioral have negative loadings. Therefore, classes in

which instruction is taking place and students are not being corrected or

responding about their behavior have a positive climate.
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The third variate represents classes viewed as having negative climate;,.

It is a little puzzling that variates two and three did not form a single more

powerful variate since they involve many of the same variables. 'the signs,

however, change. This variate describes classes .higher in Classroom Dissonance,

Student Apathy and Student Cliqueness and lower in Peer Esteem', Classroom

Physical Appearance and Instructional Practic. It is again, to a large

degree, more students being corrected or responding in the behavior context

which relates to these climate scales. In addition, more Student Contributing

and more Student Questioning load on this variate. While the second and third

variates are quite similar, they do differ in some apparently important

respects. First of all, the scales Student Cliqueness and Task Difficulty

load with Classroom Dissonance and Student Apathy on the third variate and

,Instructional Practices replaces Teacher Affect and Student Decision-Making

on the opposite end of the loadings. -Among the observation variables, Student

Questioning loads with the behavior variables on the third variate. And,

the third variate mainly represents what students are doing. The only teacher
.

variables are the two "Simple Correction" variables. While the evidence

presented by these two variates is not conclusive, it seems that the second

represents classes in which instruction is taking place but the techniques

of instruction are not a salient feature, while the warmth of the teacher is.

The lower instances of the teacher dealing with behavior is related to this

warmth. For the third variate it appears that the instructional practices

are salient but not the students' relationship with the teacher. The third

v riate represents classes where the teacher is seen as less effective and

the'students are seen as more disruptive. One variate :!ontrasts classes where

teachers offer more warmth and allow more student freedom to make decisions

versus those that do not, and the other contrasts classes where the teachers

9 1
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have better instructional practices and the students are less cliqui"sh versus

the opposite. Both types of classes are seen by observers to be related to

variables in the behavior context.

The fourth variate represents classes wherein there is more Student

Cliqueness and more Teacher Favoritism., There is more adult to adult inter-

action in these classes (which indicates the presence of a teacher's

or other adult), there is more teacher monitoring students (while the teacher is

moving around the room) andttere are fewer direct questions to more than one

student. Like the first variate, these classes seem more likely to have an aide

and seem to have less whole group activity. The teachers seem to be interacting

with another adult in the room or monitoring the class while moving about.

This lack of central focus on a teacher might help explain the higher scores

on Student Cliqueness. And, the monitoring observing and correction with

guidance given to these classes must be perceived as being focused unequally

on some of the students in the classes since the teacher is seen as showing

favoritism.

The fifth canonical variate represents classes characterized

mainly by being perceived as containing higher Peer Esteem. The

observation variables offer evidence that these, again, are classes not as

much involved in total group activities. The variables loading positively

with Peer Esteem are all from the instructional context and give the impression

of classes productively involved in the educative process. The instruction

is to small and medium groups and is characterized by both the teacher and

students asking questions and the students responding.

While each analysis might have a number of statistically significant

canonical correlations, there are probably fewer in each analysis that are

meaningful as well. After the first two, three, or four variates they become

increasingly difficult to interpret and may be doing no more than responding
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to systematic error. The actual zero-order correlations between the variables

being related might be nearly negligable. This is, no doubt, the case for

the sixth variate. It contains many of the same variables that were found in

the second and third variates but it is difficult to judge why this combination

of the variables separated into another variate. Here again, though, the

two "Simple Correction" variables in the behavior context have a negative

relationship with several of the positive climate scales.

The first of the junior high school variates describes classes that

are perceived more negatively. But these classes do permit more freedom of

student decision-making. The obser,ation variables that load with these

climate scales create a picture of a class where the instruction is directed

at a smaller than total class group but where there is little interaction

between teacher and students. The teacher gives more instruction and monitors

mare but ask fewer direct questions and acknowledges the st lents less. The
-----

students, in turn, ask fewir questions and respond less to the teacher.

The second variate, again, describes classes with more Student

Decision-Making. However, for this variate these classes are also seen to be

lower in Classroom Dissonance and Student Competitiveness. Just as with the

first junior high school variate, this variate appears to describe classes

with little teacher/student interaction. In this case, however, this lack

of interaction is not associated with negative perceptions of the class.

In fact, there is less Classroom Dissonance in these classes. In addition

to little evidence of teacher/student interaction, these classes also have

more adult to adult interactions. This, again, pcints to the presence of

an aide in the classes. Since there is less teacher/student interaction,

more adult/adult interaction, more student decision-making and less competi-

tiveness, this variate may represent classes where students are working

without much teacher direction and are invold in activities over which

they have some choice.
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The third of the variates describes classes that the students perceive

positively on a number of scales. These are also classes seen as being less

difficult. The main characteristics of these classes as seen by the observers

are that there is less correction relating to behavior and less student

response relating to behavior. It is clear why there is a negative relation-
...6

ship between the behavior variables and positive perceptions of the climate,

but it is not clear why these classes are also perceived as being less

difficult.

The fourth and final variate is rather difficult to interpret. Four

climate scales that are generally regarded as being negative split direction

on this variate--two being positive and two being negative. These, then,

are classes seen as being more cliquish and apathetic and less competitive.

They are also seen as having less teacher favoritism. The main Miff ence

between the observation variables that load on this variate i those that

load positively are concerned with large groupings of students and those that

load negatively are concerned with single students. However, the loading pattern

for this variate does not lend itself to a clear substantive interpretation.

The analyses of the FMI "who/what/to whom" variables and climate scales

show less similarity between levels of schooling than most of the earlier groups

of variables and at the same time account fof more of the variance shared with

climate than do the other groups. While single observation variables do

not stand out as explaining this variance, particular grouping do. Perhaps

th..! group of observation variable- that most consistently appears to relate to

the climate scales is a group of three variables from the behavior context- -

student response (behavior), simple correction, one student (behavior), and

simple correction, two or more students (behavior). Positive loadings for

these ables are consistently associated with negative per:eptions of the

climate--andivisafversa--for both levels.
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The size of the group -.7 students involved in an activity also seems

to relate ... climate scores. The nature of the relatLonships, however, is

not consistent across the two levels. The specific examples within each

level have already been discussed.

Conclusions (Observation Variables)

Both groups of observation variables proved to be more h4hly related

to the climate scales than did the other variable subsets selected for analysis.

As a group, these variables accounted for more class climate 1.*iance

than the other groups of variables in spite of the fact that a large

number of observation variables had to be excluded from the anal)4ea_

because of the infrequency of their occurrence. Unfortunately, the ob-

servation variables measuring the level of affect in the classes were

among those eliminated because of infrielkuency. Since the affective inter-

actions in the classroom could not be compared to classroom climate

using the type of analysis employed here, the relationship between obser-

vation data and climate was, no doubt, lessened. It should be pointed out

that the infrequency of affective interactions could, inpart, be the resilt

of the way the data were collected. The observers were trained to code an

interaction as positive or negative, only when the interaction was overtly

positive or negative. But this fact does not adequately explain the con-

sistently non-affective atmosplere in the sampled classes. Th- observers

simply detected vory little of in these classes. But, even though the

instances of observed affect were too infrequent: to use in these analyses,

it can be assumed that the student perceivers are very sensitive to even

infrequent displays of affect and that the infrequent affect can; and no

doubt did, influence student responses to climate scales.
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The absence of affective variables from the observation data

probably also helps explain why the first--and, therefore, most important--

variate in these analyses related observation variables to the amount of

student decision-making instead of the more affective climate scales.

Variables concerned with who directs the activities, .--e size of groups and,

to some extent, the type of activity influence the amount of perceived free-

dom students have to make decisions. The variatec in each analysls following

the first one, however, generally make associations between different negative

or positive climate scales and the observation variables. To summarize across

these variates over all of the observation variables, it seems that the

characteristics of ;.he classes perceived positively can be described as

being focused on instruction and not behavior, as being on-task and as

having a variety of grouping patterns.
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Summary

The purpose of this study has been to examine the viability of

class climate constructs. To achieve this purpose we sought first to more

clearly delineate the domains measured by classroom climate and second,

to identify concrete and manipulable variables that covaried with climate

scales an, consequently would be likely variables to influence fp an attempt

to chrnge classroom climate. This was accomplished by testing the association

between the climate scores on one side and numerous variables from several

domains on the other side--variables that seemed likely to covary with the

climate scores.

In the first examination of relationships, the'climate scales were

intercorrelated with other class specific items responded to by the same

students. It was confirmed that the closer the conceptual relationship

between the single item class specific variables and the separate climate

scales the higher the intercorrelations between them. The consistency and

strength of the relationship between the two groups was taken as evidence of

convergent vapidity. Substantive, this analysis indicated that the classes

the studentS'found interesting were classes whicE they perceived as better

organized and clearer and in which they were more satisfied and not as

apathetic. It is somewhat perplexing that the more interesting classes

were also seen as being easier and the boring classes as more difficult.

Along the same lines, it was surprising to discover that when asked directly

how easy or difficult their.classes were, theaecond strongest association

at the high school level and the strongest of the junior high schools was

with the Student Decision-Making climate scales. Classes where students have

more freedom to chnose aad make decisions are seen as easier and visa-versa.

97
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This could mean that when students are free to choose their activities or

subject matter they will select one's that are easy and non-challenging,

or that when the teacher offers a variety of means to get to a learning goal

and when the student can seect from options, the task is easier.

The next section of the study examined the relationship between

individual characteristics of the student respondents and their class climate

scores. The individual characteristics chosen were SES, race/ethnicity and

sex. First of all, we found almost no relationship between student SES and

the climate scores. There was more of a relationship between race/ethnicity

and the climate scores, but the differences were still modest. In those

scales showing differences, whether in the Hispanic or Black subsample, the

minority students were more positive in their feelings ,'->out their classes.

They did, however, find their classes slightly more difficult than did the

Anglos. The fact that in classes containing a fairly equal mix of minority

and Anglo students, the minority students viewed the classes more positively

is surprising when viewed in conjunction with two other relationships found

in the literature. First, minority students generally score lower on

educatibnal outcome measures and, second, climate scores have been found to

predict educational outcome--more positive climate scores predicting higher

scores on the outcome measures. The difference between the results of this

analysis and what one would expe6 based on the findings of other studies

might be clarified through additional research.

The student background characteristic that most distinguished between

students was gender. Again, this analysis was based on classes with a

fairly equal number of males and females. The group mean for the two sexes

was compared on a class by class basis and although the differences in the

group means was not large, they were statistically different for 15 of the

18 climate scales. Only Teacher Clarity, Student Satisfaction and Classrocm

111111,
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Physical Appearance failed to show group differences. For the remaining

scales the female students scored highest on most of the scales that could

be considered positive and the males scored highest on most that could be

considered negative. Whether this represents the way the two sexes were

socialized into thinking about school or a difference in the way the groups

are treated at school, the differences in perception between the two groups

could have some real consequences in view of climate perceptions relationship

to outcome-measures.

The next section of the study related several groups of variables

taken from the teacher questionnaire--ranging from teacher demographics to

teacher descriptions of the specific class--to the climate scores for their

classes. There was some relationship to be found between each group of

teacher variables and the climate scores. The variables which could be

considered as measuring teacher background characteristics grouped in

different combinations that had canonical correlations as high as .43. But,

this represents no more than 18% shared variance between the two groups.

When teacher perceptions of their individual classes were compared to the

climate scores, the highest canonical correlation was .55 representing 30%

shared variance. The main substantive trends from the analyses misting

climate scores to teacher variables are, first, regarding the teacher's

background and beliefs, positive climate perceptions are related to younger

teachers and to less of a degree to female teachers. Teachers with an

educational belief in teacher control have classes with less student freedom

and decision-making. These classes are also perceived negatively by the

students.. Ahd, importantly, teachers who feel satisfied with various aspects

of their career and school have classes that are perceived more positively

by the students. Next, in regard to teacher description of their classes,

Leachers reporting that they spend more time on ins,:ilction and less on

9!_t
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behavior have classes that are perceived favorably on a number of climate

scales.

The final section of the study related the climate scales to

descriptions of the classes obtained from trained observers. This section

of the study diScovered the strongest relationships between groupings of

variables and climate Scales. The strongest canonical R for he section

is .67 and this accounts for 45% of the variance in the dilute scores.

The main substantive trends from these analyses offer evidence that variety

of grouping patterns and less -centralized control is associated with students

perceiving more freedom of decision-making. More importantly, trained

observers' perceptions of the degree to which the students are on-task and

the amount of time spent on instruction versus that spent on behavior Ls

'associated with the score of Liimate scales. Classes where students are

on-task and where more time is spent on instruction and less on behavior

are viewed more positively on a range of climate scales.

To conclude, the several sections of this study suggest two main ric

points. First, climate scores are sensitive to variation from several

'domains. The background of the students, the background and beliefs

the teachers, and the conditions within the classroom as recorded by

observers all affect the climate of the class. While the limate cot truct

might be criticised because of its being influenced frost so many sources,

this does not seem to be inconsistenttwirh the way thf construct is con-

ceptualized. The climate construct is intended to measure the "atmosphere,"

"personality" or "context" of the class. Certainly, a student's race/

ethnicity and sex, and a teacher's age, sex, attitudes and beliefs are

part of the classroom personality or context and there is no reason why

these variables should not affect class climate scores. If, however, these
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variables were to account for much of the variance in the climate scores

the construct would certainly be questionable. But as already indicated,

these groupings of variables accounted for at most 18% of the variance

in the climate scores and cannot be condldered a threat to the construct's

validity.

This brings up the second mklor point. In the analyses completed

for this study, it is clearly the variables most proximate to the classroom

that account for the largest portion of the variance in the climate scores.

The observation variables, obviously, are the most closely connected to

classrooms occurrences and it is these variable that account for the

largest portion of variance in tRe climate scores. Additional evidence of

the relative strength 'of the variables proximate to the classroom is offered

by the teacher variables. The teacher perceptions of classroom occurrences,

again, are more closely related to the climate scores--significantly

more so than'the teacher background or belief variables. To summarize

these two important points, the evidence from this study indicates that

the climate construct is affected by a wide range of variables that mel;e

together in the classroom context and that the construct is most affected

by the variables most proximate to the classroom. This is entirely con-
,

sistent with the way the construct is conceptualized.

While the analyses of this study help clarify the domains measured by

classroom climate, the search for concrete and manipula3le variab

1\

es that

strongly influence class climate has been. less successful. Abroad range

of variables were -elated to the climate scores in the analyses performed

for this. study, but when taken alone, single variables do not account for

an impressive portion of the variance in class climate. Perhaps this is
40.
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more evidence of what the univariate research of the past decades has been

telling us with their frequent inability to establish significant results.

The complexity of the classroom environment, in and of itself, is an

argument used to explain the need for climate type measures -so one should

not be too surprised by the relative weak relationship between single

variables and the climate scales. Combinations of variables, in contrast,

did relate to class climate in significant and meaningful ways. Float

impressive is the relationship between variables measuring time spent on

instruction or behavior. Regardless of data source and whether the data

were collected from participant or observers, these was a consistent and impor-

...tent relationship between these variables and classroom climate. Numerous other

variables grouped together in clusters that had significant and meaningful

relationships with` the climate scores.

4.

To be sure, the variables used in this study did not explain the

total amount of variance in the climate scores.- While we were as compre-

hensive as possible, the variables availible and useable in these analyses

came nowhere near accounting for all possible sources of influence on class

climate. For example, the effect of negative and positive teacher inter-

actions could not be determined but these interactions would certainly help

explain climate scores. Further work is needed to estimate the asso ation

of these and other conceivably important variables with class climat6/

Nonetheless, evidence from"this,study helps define the source and

estimate the magnitude of a considerable portion of the variance in class

climate. This evidence suggests that the climate construct does measure

occurrences that are specific to the classroom context. Since the climate

instruments are sensitive to numerous classroom innuts and since climate
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scores are predictive of cognitive and affective outcomes, research using

the construct should be encouraged. Of particular fnterest would be ex-
)

perimental attempts which result in improved perceptions of the classroom

climate--experiments, for example, that would manipulate some of the groups

of. variables identified as part of this study. Such experimentation

conceivably could improve student perceptions of the classroom climate which,

in turn, could influence affective and cognitive outcomes. In any case,

the data from this study support the viability of climate constructs as

measures which reflect important classroom differences.

404
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APPENDIX A

CLASSROOM LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
SECONDARY STUDENTS

1. Teacher Concern (8)

1. The teacher makes this class enjoyable for me.
4. The teacher liitens to me.

13. The teacher lets me express my feelings.
14. I like the teacher in this class.

-17. I wish I had a different teacher for this class.
21. I feel the teacher is honest with me.
22. This teacher is friendly.
24. The teacher is fair to me.

2. Teacher Punitiveness (6)

2. The teacher makes fun of some students.
6. This teacher hurts mv feelings.
7.. I'm afraid of this teacher.
9. The teacher punishes me unfairly.
11. The teacher makes fun of me.
16. The teacher gets mad when I ask a question.

3. Teacher Authoritarianism (8)

19. This teacher is too strict.
45. This teacher treats us like children.
49. This teacher will never admit when he/she is wrong.
56. We don't feel like we have any freedom in this class.
64. Thin teacher acts like he/she is bettet than we are.
69. This teacher "talks down" to us.
75. This teacher never changes his/her mind about anything.
82. I.don't heel like I have any freedom in this class.

4. Teacher favoritism (3)

47.

-50.
77.

The teacher
than others.
The teacher
The teacher
than others.

likes some students in this class better

has no favorites in this class.
treats smart students in this class better

10?
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5. Teacher Enthusiasm (3)

38. This teacher seems to like being o teacher.
51. This teacher see to enjoy what he/she is teaching.

-60. The teacher seerds bored in this classroom.

6. Peer Esteem (7)

3. I help my classmates with their work.
8. If I am absent, my classmates help me to catch up on what

I missed.
10. I like my Classmates.
12. I like working with other students in this class.
15. In this class, people care about me.
1d. If T had trouble with my work, most of my classmates would

help me.
20. My classmates like me.

7. Student Decision - Making (8)

32. We are free to talk in this class about anything we want.
35. Students help make the rules for this class.
3i. We are free to work with anyone we want to in this class.
40. We can decide what we want to learn in this class.
74. Students help decide what we do in this class.
80. Different students can do different things in this class.
91. Sometimes I can study or do things I am interested in even

if they are different from what other students are studying
or doing.

97. I help decide what I 4o in this class.

8. Classroom Dissonance (3) f
41. The students in this class fight %iith each other.
54. The students in this class argue with each othdr.

107. Students in this class yell at each other.

9. Student Competitiveness (4)

48. There is a lot of competition in this class.
65. In this class, students compete with each other for good grades.
86. When I'm in this class, I feel I have to do better than other

students.
90. Students in this class feel they have to do better than each

other.

OS
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10. Student Cliqueness_cl)

36. Some groups of students refuse to mix with the rest,of
the'class.

68. Certain students stick together in small groups.
105. When we work in small groups, many students work only

with their close friedds,

11. Teacne. Clarity ( )

62. The teacher uses Words I can, understand.
63. The teacher gives clear directions.
95.- Th- students understand what the teacher. is talking about.

0109. I understand what the teacher is,talking about.

Win

12. Student Satisfaction (4)

96. Students feel good about 0--t happens in.clAt.
-101. I don't like coming to class.
108. After class, I usually have a sense of satisfacti.i.-
112. I feel good about what happens in this class.

43. Student Compliance (4)

53. I usually do my h9mework.
87. I usually do the work-Assigned in this class.
94. The students in this class usually do the work assigned.

104. I usually do everything my teacher tells-pa to do.

14. Student Apathy (4)

29. Failing in this class would not bother most of the students.
-33. Most of the students pay attention to the teacher.
34. Students don't care about what goes on in this class.
67. I don't care about what goes on in this class.

15. gassrootiUL'hsical ApiearaaLtL2)

70. The room is bright and comfortable.
111. I like the way this classroom looks.

t
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16. Instructional Practices: Knowledge of Results (4)

30. The teacher /ells us how to correct the mistakes in
our work.

L. The teacher tells me how to correct the mistakes in
my work.

43. This teacher lets us know when we have not learned some-
thing well.

61. We know when we have learned things correctly.

17. Instructional Practices: Task Difficulty (4)

44. I do not have enough time to do my work for this class.
60. Some of the things the teacher wants us to learn are just to hard.
73. I have trouble reading the books and other materials in this class;
92. The teacher gives me too much work to do in this class.

18. Instructional Practices: Organization 11)

28. We know exactly what we have to get done in this class.
52. We know why the things we are learning in this class are important.
57. The grades or marks I get in 'his class help me to learn better.

- 58. We don't know what the teacher is trying to get us to learn in
this class.

- 72. Many students don't know what they're supposed to be doing during
class.

-76. This class' is disorganized.
- 78. The grades or marks I get inglhis :lass have nothing to do with

what I really know. /
-79. We have to learn things without knowing why.
93. Students know the goals of this class.
106. Things are well planned in this class.
113. Our teacher gives us good reasons for learning in this class.
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"EDUCATIONAL BELIEFS" ITEMIS-/

Teacher Discipline and Control (7) (TCONTROL)

1. Good teacher-student relations are enhanced when it is clear that the
teacher, not the students, is in charge of classroom activities.

-5. There is too great an emphasis on keeping order in most classrooms.
8. An orderly classroom is the major prerequisite to effective learning.

11. Students must be kept busy or they soon get into trouble.
16. Students need and should have more supervision than they usually get.
18. In the interest of good discipline, students who repeatedly disrupt the

class must be firmly punished.
20. Proper control of a class is amply demonstrated when the students work

quietly while the teacher is out of the room.

Basic Sub ects and SkillsEmlasis31(IC)BASS
6. Learning is essentially a process of increasing one's store of informaticn

about the various basic fields of knowledge.
17. Before students are encouraged to exercise independent thoughts they

should be thoroughly grounded in facts and knowledgelabout basic subjects.
19. The teaching of basic skills and subject matter is the most import=At

function of the school.

Student Concern (2) (STUDCON)

4, .Learning is enhaned when teachers praise generously the accomplishments
of individual students.

7. The best learning atmosphere is crewed when the teacher takes an active
interest in the problems and affairs -of-students-

Student Participation (5) ( §TUDPART)_

10: Student initiation and participation in planning classroom activities
are essential to the maintenance of an effective classroom atmosphere.

12. When students are allowed to participate in the choice of activities,
discipline problems are generally averted.

13. When given a choice of activities,awst students select what is best
for them.

15. Studtnt motivation is greatest when students can gauge their own progress
rather than depending on regular evaluation by the teacher.

21. Students are motivated to do better work when they feel free to move
around the room while class is in session.

- Reflect

RESPONSE MODE: Strongly Agree, Moderately Agree, Mildly Agree,
Mildly Disagreeritoderately Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Note: Items 2, 3, 9, and 14 were deleted.
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Staff Job Satisfaction (6)

45. Most People who are teaching in this school find their jol, re-
warding in other than monetary ways.

65. Staff members are proud to be working in this school.
-76. The morn'' of staff members is rather low.
83. I usually look forward to each working day at this school.
84. Conditions in this school motivate staff members to work hard.

-98. In general, it is a waste of time for me to try to do my very best.
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Variable Codes for Teacher/Climate Variables

Variable Code Variable

TEACHER

win =1

113

Teacher ConCern, Teacher Punitiveness,
Teacher Authoritarianism, and Teacher
Enthusiasm

AORDERLY Teacher Clarity, Knowledge of Results
and Organization

IFAVORIT Teacher Favoritism

MEREST Peer Esteem

STUDDM Student Decision-Making

CLASSDIS Classroom Dissonance

SCOMPET Student Competitiveness

SCUM Student Cliqueness

SCOMPLI Student Compliance

SAPATHY Student Apathy

CLASSPA Classroom Physical Appearance

TASKDIF Task Difficulty

TAI

TA2'

TA9

TA.I1

Teacher age (scored 18 to 75)

Teacher sex (male, female)

Which one of the following categories best describes. your
racial/ethnic background (white/causasion/anglo, all others)

What is your approximate income (include your spouse's
income if married) (less than $5,000, $5,000 to $9,999,
$10,000 to $14,999, $15,000 to $19,999, $20,000 to $24,999,
$25,000 or more)
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TA14 What is the highest academic credential that you hold?
(High school, Associate degree/Vocational certificate,
Bachelor's degree, Master's degree, Graduate/Professional
degree--Ph.D., Ed.D., J.D., M.D., etc.)

TA35 How many years of teaching experience have you had? (1 to,60)

TCONTROL Teacher Discipline and Control. A scale composed of items
measuring the degree to which teachers believe that strong
discipline and tight control is necessary in the classroom.

BASICS Basic Subjects and Skills Emphasis. A scale measuring_
the teachers opinion of the importance of basic skills
and subjects.

STUDCON Student Concern. A scale measuring-the teachers, opinion
of the importance of personal contact with students.

STUDPART Student Participation. Measures whether teachers feel -#

students should participate in deciding about various
classroom options.

TINT, TPER and TVOC These three scales measure which of three functions"
of schooling teacheis believe should be most emphasized
at the school: 5. Intellectual Development, 6. Personal
Development, or 7. Vocational Development.

TA32 Looking back.on your expectations before you stated your
present career, were those expectations fulfilled?
(Yes or no).

TA33 If you had it to do all over again, would you choose
education as a profession? (Yes or no).

TB22 How much control do you have overall in how you carry
our your job? (None, little, some, a lot, complete).

423 Is the amount of control that you have over your job: less
than you like to have, about the amount you like to have?N,

TD11 Students are often given grades A, B, C, D, and FAIL to
describe the quality of their work. If schools could be
graded in the same way, what grade would you give this
school? (FAIL, D, C, B, A)

HELP How much help do you feel you have in carrying out your
job? (Not enough, adequate).

S-JOBSAT Job Satisfaction. This scale measures the teachers's
general satisfaction with his/her job.

TD58 Approximately how much time do you usually spend per week
planning and preparing materials for this clasi? (0-1 hour,
2-3 hours, 4-6 hours, 7-10 hours, 11-15 hours, 16 or more).

I
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TD61

TD62

TD63

TREL

1115

On the average, approximately whae'percentage of class
time is spent on each of the following:

Instruction (0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%,
80%, 90%, 100%). -

Getting students to behave (same as above)

Approximately, how much time do you expect students in
this class to spend on homework each day for this-class?
fbione, about a half an hour, about one hour, about two
hours, more than two hours).

Relevance of class content. (Combines two items asking
how useful the teacher expects it to be later in the
students' lives - -very useless, some's/I-it useless, somewhat
useful, very useful).
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VARIABLE

TEAC17ER
ORDERLY
TFAVORIT
PEEREST
STUDDM
CLASSDIS
SCOMPET
SCLIQUE
SCOMPLI
SAPATMY
CLASSPA
TASKDIF
TA1
rA2
TA9
TA11
TA14
TA35
TCO ROL

ICS
STUDCCN
STUDPART
TINT
TPEA
TVOC
TA32
TA33
T022
71323
TD11
S_JOBSAT
PRor
HELP
TD58
TD61'
TD62
TD63
TnEL

Univarlate Summary Statistics:

High School Climikpe Scales and Teacher Variables

MEAN
STANDARD

DEVIATION
SMALLEST

VALUE
LARGEST

VALUE SKEWNESS KURTOSII
"44,3.30450 0.29835 2.30500 3.52250 -0.58 0.173.06760 0.30423 1.96000 3.84333 -0.42 0.'32.22871 0.37993 1.00000 3.47000 0.26 0.043.02068 0.23305 2.32000 3.61000. -0,13 . "0,142.33975 0137092 1.58000 3.48000 0.46 -0.17./090955 0:44590 1.00000 3.40000 0.4924,31937 0.31740 1.31000 3.59000 0.39 9.9A2.65053 0.34109 1.42000 - 3.46000. -0.3334,23869 0.27084 2.25000 4.00000 -0.31 0.141.93625 1.37013 1.02000 2.97000 0.30 *"14172.66647 0.4664 1.35000 3.88000 -0.402.01904 0.31948 1.14000 4.2.89000_ 0.T7 -'!443V36.25189 10.74695 1.00000 70.00000 0.79 -0.221.4a217 0.49465 1.00000 2.00000 0.31 -1.91 \. 11839 0.32347 1.00000 2.00000 '2.35 3.554.41310

3,46e51
1.30472
0.57922

2.00000
140000

,640000
5.00000

-0.23
0.39

-1.10
10.77834 7.87056 1.00000 42.00000 0.86 0.'74,4,41320 0.77396 2.00000 6.00080 -0.424.16327 1.05809 1.00000 6.00000 .-0.50. -0.215.21788 0.73410 2.00000 6.00000 -1.02 1.4>53.75201 0.847'61 1.00000 6.00000 -0.09 0.'41..46096 0.50V12 1.0 2.00000 0.04 "1.721.29723 0.46852 0.0 2.00000 0.741.14851 0.37007 0.0 2.00000 1.57 1.711.26700 0.44295 1.00000 2.00001) 1.05 -0.001.34005 0.47432 1.00000 2.00000 :J.67 -1.554.10640
1.80101

01,64304 0.00000
1.00000

5.00000
3.00000

-0.59
-1419

1.4^A
033.48855 0.89761 1.0000 5.00000 -0.57 0.224.16010, 1.02317 -1.00000 6,00000 -0.51- 0.40941 0.48136 -1.6417S 0.97522 -0.041.65995

2.66499
0..47432
1,04982

1.00000
1.00000

2.00000
6.00000

-0.67
no3o

-1.55
1.018.31486 2.08024 1.00000 11.00000 -1.52 1..791.89421 .1.23660 1.00000 9,00000 2.63 9.371.93190 0.73712 1.00000 540000 0.71 1.34 1J3.46222 0.55490 1.00000 4.40000 -0.86 L

VALUES FOR KUPTCSIS GREATER THAN ZERO INDICATE DISIFIELTICNSWITH HEAVIER TAILS THAN Tfr NORMAL DISTRIOUT/ON,



VAR IASL6

TEACHER
ORDERLY
TFAVORIT
PEE REST
STUDDM
CLASSDIS
SCOMPET
scLiouE
scompLI
sApATHir
CLASSPA
TASKDIF
TA1
TA2
TA9
TA11
TA14
TA35
TCONTROL
BASICS
STUDCON
STUDPART
TINT
TPER
TVOC
TA32
TA33-
TE22
TB23
TD11
S JOSSAT
PAOF
HELP
TD58
T061
7062
TD63
TFCL

Univariate Summary Statistics:

Junior High School Climate Scales and Teacher Variables

=4

MEAN
STANDARD

DEVIATION
SMALLEST

VALUE
LARGEST

VALUE SKEWNESS
3.16268 0,31198 2.2050Q 3.7.0000 -0.503.06115 0.27146 2.20333 3.66667 -0.432.31579 0.36655 1.31000 3.40000 0.302.97191 0.21133 ' 2.36000 3.64000 -0.012.21775 0.30201 1.49000 3.40000 0.592.26917 0.43459 1.28000 3.37000 0.092.47801 0.24307 1.83000 3.230002.78180 0..26148 1:91000 3.480001 -0.443.25347 0.26515 2.21000 3.88000 -0.542.06910 0.34510 , 1.22000 3.01000 -0.002.68780 0.42102 1.50000 4.00000 -0.282.12404 0.27194 1.50000 3.1.7000 0.2736.21769 10;35739 21.00000 64.00000 0.681.50905 0.50052 1.00000 2.00000 -0.041.18773 0.39120 1.00000 2.00000 1.594.26715 1.29412_ 2.00000 6.00000_3.32130 0.55952 1.00000 5.03000 0.4210.55379 7.45356 1.00005 36.00000 0.884.56733 04.74263 1.50000 6.00000 -0.414.?5069 '0.99762_ 1.00003 6.000005.19675
3.69513

0.75787
0.90321

2.50000
1.20000

6.00000
5.80000 -0.111.49819 0.50090 1.00000 2.00000 0.011.26354 1,.44135 1.00007' 2.00000 1.071.12635 0.33285 1.00000 2.00000 2.241.33935 0.47415 -1.00001 2.90000 0.671.26101 0.48116 1.00000 2.00000 0.584.18412 0.64158 1.00000 5.00000 -01591.82671 0.42427 1.00000 3.00000 -0.983.79783 0.89012 1..00000 5.00000 -0.494.40123 1.11962 1.17000 6.00000 -0.77

-4'1.52051 0.47710 -1.61165 0.75639 0.271.73285
2.49810
7.88448
2.24910

0.44327
1.03077
2.01111
1.26522

1.00000
1.00000
2.00000
1.00000

2.00000
6.00000
11.00000
11.00000

-1.95
0.80

2.291.71480 0.72349 1.00000 5.00000 0.893.55596 0.52607 1.50000 4.00000 -1.12
VALUES FOR KURTCSIS GREATER THAN ZERO INDICATE DISTRIEUTICNS
WITH HEAVIER TAILS THAN THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION.

1LO

KURTOSIS

- 3.29

-0.22
.22

005

1.67
),.16

- 0.12
0.03

0.53
-1.15
1.7?

0.11
5.18

- 1.t8

-0.66
3. 0

-1.55
-1.67
1.59

0.04

- 0.91

0.110

1.07
ro-4
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"(41/4"ft An Adaptation of the SR
Observation System

k

Ell, tc$

1'01E1 AI
NSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONALACTIVITIES, INC

School
No.

asrm.
No.

0'00100
00 0001
00 000
00 000
00 000
00 000
00 000
00 00(2)
00 0C)0
00 0e0

Grade
Level

Fromom

00 0000 0000 0000 0000 00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

Scheduled Class Duration

From

ga@ 000 00000
Hour Minute

00000000 000 00000
To:

Hour Minute

000800 00010000000000 000 00000

O (, ®® ® Number of teachers that
regularly work in the classroom

00OG) () Number of aides that regularly
work in the. classroom

No. Stdnts.
Enrolled

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
CX)

Elementary/Secondary
OBSERVATION
INSTRUMENT

Today's Date
Mo. Day Yr.

I'. I

000000
000000
@00000
00@ (WD
0000000
0C4 00000000.
000 i 00
000 s 00
000000

123

_1_

School

Teacher-

SECONDARY ONLY

Per
No.

Subject Area

0 0 English
0 (Mathemat'cs
0
0

()Social Studies
()Science

0 0 The Arts00 For &nn Unguage

0 0 Vocational /Career Education
0 °Physical Education
08

Data
Collector No.

00
00
00
GO
00
00
00
00
00
0CY

Ohs.
No

0
0
0
0

book
No.

0
0

0 Reliability

Hoorn # Perw.1#

Class Title

Data Collector



A. Space

1. ()Open structure
°Open structure with furniture

used to partition
°Multiple rooms with movable

walls used as open structure
Multiple rooms with movable

walls used as single room
()Single ;porn

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT INVENTORY

Classroom equivalence

0 2 classes
03-4 classes
0 5-6 classes
0 7-8 classes
Q9 or more classes

2 ()Adjacent patio or outside work space
()Adjacent room for work space, storage, teach s's office
0Room opens into inside common area
°Room without adjacent usable space

R. Furniture/Furnishings

1. ()Desks or tables with seats attached
()Desks or tables with movable chairs
()Combination

2. °Fixed desks/tables
()Movable desks/tables

°Combination

3 ODesks/tables in rows
ODesks/tables in arrangement other than rows
()Combination

4. 03 or more learning centers
01 or 2 learning centers
0 No learning centers

5 ()Stuffed furniture, sofa, chairs

6 0 Rugs, carpet

7 Degree of alteration to physical environment
0 Little or no alteration
()Moderately altered
0 Highly altered by display of objects or materials

8 ()Art work primarily commercially or teaLher made
0 Art work primarily student made

U. ()One o(rnore displays having to do with countries other then the U s
--y

C E-quipinent and materials

0 Bonks, maotines 0 Live animals 0 Tapes 0 Art mater ials
0 Gaines, ptizrles 0 Live plants 0 AV ego ,anent 0 Teaching mirchiim;
0 Maps, globes O'Teaching aids 0 Chalkbus.d 0 OytTheact p,up.ctors

ij

11124
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CLASSROOM SNAPSHOT

ACTIVITIES One Small Medium UN: Totd1

Student Groups Groups Omura MSS

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 006)00 0000 Q-_)4.Ai) 0(;) rst)
Eng Math Sci S.S Pots F L P.E. A 00000 0000 006) 6)0

c 000@l0 0000 000 0(2)
1 Prep,ration for Assignments c Instructions1Cleanup I 00000 0000 000 0(;) 0

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 00{)00 0000 06)6) 00
Eng Math Sci S S A-ts F L PE. 0 0 A 00000 0000 000 00

Story Materials S 00000 0000 000 00
2 Explain, Lecture, or Reid ALtud

Time
EutiandPment

O 0 0 0000
Eng Math Sci S.S Atts F L P E.

3 Demonstration

O 0 0 0 0 0 0
Eng Math Sci S S Art F L P E.

4. Dir.custion

T (DOW@ 0000 000 00 0
A 00000 0000 000-00 0
s 00000 0000 000 00 0

T 0000'i 0000 000 00 0
A 00000 0000 000 00 0
c 00000 0000 000 CO 0

O 0 0 0 0 0 0
Eng Math Sci S S Arts F L P.E.

'5. Simulation, Raiff Playing

T 00000 006)0 000 (00 0
A 00000 0000 000 GO 0
c 00000 0000 000 00

O ,0 0 0 0 0 0
Eng Math Sc., S S Arts F L P E

G. Reading

T 00000 0000 000 00 6)
A 00000 000® 000 G0 M
c 00000 0000 GOID 00 (J)

00W00 000 000 00 0

O 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fn: Math Sci 5.5 Arts F L P E

7. Work on mat,' AssignmenS

00000 00Y00 000 CO
A 00000 0000 000 00 0
c 00000 0000 GOO 00 0
1 00000 0000 000 00 CO

O 0 0 0 0 C) 0
Eng Math Sci S S Art F L P E

3 i'recuce Or Ptrf ,:rn fpsych:, motor, physicJil

T 00000 0000 000 00 @
A 00000 0000 000 0)
C 06)006) @006 (4)®® o® o

oqc(Do '00616xo c):o (y;) C!)

O 0 0 0 C 0 0
Eng Math Sc, S S At ts F L P E

3, Pf4,:ilt,4 or Pti %tun (verb.11)

00000 0000 600 00 0
A 00000-0000 000 (4)0 0
00000 0000 w ®

I 0@o00 00()6 T(4.10 0®

0 0 () 0 (_) 0
Eng 4.fath Sci S S Ats F L P E

ID Taking Thtt or

0 0 0 0 rt.
Eng "lath Sc' S S s F 1. P E

00000 0(j)00 C-t) (3) G() (!)

A 00000 0000 ;)(?)(" (:)') '0
0(,2'000 00010 00() )(;;

00(4)00 0000 0()() W)

c 0(' (6)6)00 oci)o)(i) eiz(i) (i):7)

e0(!),(.)® (Deoc;) (,)6),-.;) co) w
11. Audio Visual Ti4oIrvfmtlf J Tslavisoin, Radio 0 Tapes, Records

O Tchg Machims 0 Films, Filmstrips

11111111oluinualallala iteh asog:o:;
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4

12 Student NonTask Behavicv or Teacher Social

Interaction with Stadant(s1 No Assignment

T 00000 0000
A 00000 0000
C 00000 0000
I 00000 0000

T 00000 00000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A 00000 0000
Eng Math Sc; S.S. Arts F L P E No Subject

13. Adult Disciplining Students

000 00 0
000 0 0
000 00 0
000 00 0

000 00 0
000 .70 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Eng Math Sci S S lefts P.E.

11 AdAt Monitoring and/or Observing Students

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Eng Math Sct S S. Arts F L P F. No Sulnect

Adult Custodial, Routines

OCXDO 0(1)00
Teacher Aides

0000 e00®
Teachor Aides

0 0 0 0 0 C) 0.
Eng L.ith Sri S S A is F L.. P E

W Achill Not 1w/0Kr-A or Out of Ct,tsiraom

17 Student Non-Task Lehavior Durin4 Su/-1-_i

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 00000 0000 000 00 0
Eng Math Sc' S S. Arts F L. P E

I 00000 0 000 000 00 0

n

i

I
II

1. .

0000 0j0®
Teacher Aides

0 0 0 0
0-24% 25-49% 50-74% 75-100%

If: l-prcrrnt.i,44 of Class t ,/, Into -es: I_r gat

For This Sitapshot Only Numbor of
Students

Number of Teachers in Classroom

Number of Aides in Classroom

Number of Visitors in Classroom

9
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FIVE MINUTE INTERACTION

Time Started

Hour Minute

000470A.D 000 0(9q)
@000@ 000 00(7,00

1

1.-secieecD(.7)8o

Who

Qco@z000eccio!oococoo©
To Whom Whdt i Cx H

oetioe

2

Who fro Whom What Cx.

ocixwo@oweignammom
,Deci--es,o(Deoe a p od

.',dho ITo Whom What Cx

8CDO-.- SO f)-0®00.,P8'4%MgML
rD@O ' CX1)20GOAT'ei!
0 W.:.4)C 0(36D ',D6D CI e r 0 F."00

SkWho 'To Whom

Oq @CD °
faY;)g(DV06)@OCY-2.113E'
''.7)99,--00@e8.-i

What

' 00e(!)&101008
Cx. How

GOC[00

Who o Whom What Cx.

(Dieoe@ooeo
S

e-o8eG',Dee@,

EN6MEmum
camteg

'ilWho

l'X'.)E,@`4)(.8:-`alO@CI.,
41) IGC.-;(s..;00(:)GOCI)@/

To V'hom

©c

What Cx.

(.7)84TS
®

How

Q
\PG). _-.46,.f0C-:;

7

C.'.W)0:3;(-TrOFj0G440 MO
Who o Whom I t How

''''NLIK/D01(?;p0C/K,3
(:)62),G0G

Content.
Start

O Eng.
Math

Osci
G as.
005,ru

@ FA.
ORE
O Other

Who To Whom What Cx. H w

800.C,000000 COBI
0006),G00000G0z
0SOL80©0eoe e(L9En

soeceee000eo
ee(Deeeoe@oee

Who

a8ceedooe6

To Whom What Cx ' ,..,w

NNMMMmom=
$

10

800@e0@0@04
(!)MC)0(10PC)000.0
(088e88e0886

Who To Whom What Cx.

0"
H.ran

:6-AKiee

Who To Whom What Cx How

ese@eee000 eMOOMM
cpeoo@eooweemMOIM
esaesse(Deee --et,MN

12

soeeecx<E,oo®OEUNW,-

(Doeoo@TAD(Doe@e0
0,90080600,8

L,Who To Whom What

t2

Cx 1.4f lw

l@XWG)G

13

,f9TGeeeeeecpeoeel.!!
0
e

Who

@000000008®W
ee9@ci;,®a66

To Whot, What Cx. ,v^v

1-.)8pc

14

Wha To Whom Whet I Cx 1-4,

(;) 50 ® 2 0 6-0.2' (;) 0 0 Ci) CO 42)
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)

Daily Summery

1. Space

0 Crowded
0 Adequate
0 Spacious

2. Adequacy of materials

O Adequate
O Inadequate

3. Student use of materials and equipment

O Unrestricted
0 Partially restricted
0 Restricted
0 No opportunity to observe

4. Locus of Decision Making

C
Predominantly

Teacher

Predominantly
Students Not Obs.

Seats 0 0 0
Groups 0 0 0
Content 0 0 0
Materials 0 0 0
Space 0 0 0
Time . /

/ 0 0 0
Learning Activities 0 0 0

I

,
4
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LIST OF CODES

Who/To Whom

T - Teacher

A - Aide

O - Other Adult

S - Student

D - Different Student

2 - Two Students

'Sm - Small Group

M - Medium Group

L - Large Group

How

NV - Non-verbal

T - Touch

X - Movement

M - Material, Object

H Humor

Z - Personal Expiesrience

G - Guide

D - Demean, Threaten

Pu - Punish

+ - Positive

- - Negative

127

What

1 - Direct Question

2 - Open-ended Question

3 - Response

4 - Instruction, Explanation

5 - Request, Command

5G - Open-ended Command

'6 - Comment, General Action

. 7 - Acknowledge, Praise

8 - Support, Encourage

9 - Corrective Feedback

13 - No Response

11 - Reject

12 - Observe, Monitor

Context

- Instructional

R - Routine

B - Behavior

S - Social

129



APPENDIX E

Univariate Summary Statistics and Variable Codes

For Observation/Climate Variables
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Variable Codes for Observation/Climate Variables

Variable Code Variable

TEACHER s,

ORDERLY

IFAVORIT

PEEREST

STUDDM

CLASSDIS

SCOMPET

SCLIQUE

SCOMPLI

SAPATHY

CLASSPA

TASKDIF

PE7

DS1

DS3

DS12

SNAP15

SNAP17

SNAP19

IP D1

41k.

131

Teacher Concern, Teacher Punitiveness,
Teacher Authoritarianism, and Teacher
Enthudiwim

Teacher Clarity,,Knowledge of Results
and Organization

Teacher Favoritism

Peer Esteem

Student Decision-Making

Classroo:a Dissonance

Student Competitiveness

Student Cliqueness

Student Compliance

Student Apathy

Classroom Physicil Appearance

Task Difficulty

The degree of alteration to the Physical Environment
(Little, Moderately or Highly altered).

Space Rating (Crowded, Adequate, Spacious).

Student use of materials and equipment (Restricted,
Partially Restricted, Unrestricted).

Locus of decision-making (Predominantly Teacher,
Predominantly Student).

Rank of class at high interest level (1=0% to 24%,
2=25% to 49%, 3=50% to 74%, 4=75% to 100%).

Variety of instructional activities by observation

Variety of 6touping by observation

Teacher direction of activities.

131



132

D4 Cooperative direction of activities.

D5 Independent direction of activities.

A15 Adult involved in custodial or routine activities.

WA2 Explaining, lecturing or reading aloud.

WA4 Discussion.

WA7 Work on written assignments.

WA10 Taking teat. or quiz.

WA12

WA17

INS8

INS?

INS13

INS17

INS18

INS22

INS24

INS32

NINS34

INS58

INS59

NINS44

INS104

INS107

INS109

INS110

Student non-task behavior or teacher social interaction--
no assignment.

Student non-task behavior during assignment.

Direct question- -adult to one student.

Direct questionadult to two or more students.

Instruction /explanation - -adult to one student.

Instruction /explanation- -adult to a small or medium group.

Instruction /explanation- -adult to a large group.

Imperative command- -adult to one student.

Comments/general action--adult to one student.

Acknowledgment- -adult to one student.

Simple Correction--adult to one student.

Correction with guidance--adult to one or more.

Monitor Observe - -to two or more students.

Monitor Observe with movement--adult to one or more students.

Student response.

Student contributing

Student questioning

Student response--non-verbal.

132
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BEV32 Simple correction - -adult to one student- (behavior)

BE1133 Simple correction--adult to two or more sttdents
(behavior)

BEMS Adult working alone (behavior)

BEB66 Adult interacting with other adult (behavior)

BEH104 Student response (behavior)

t33

A

IA"
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VAR1ACLE

TAFVECT
CRCERLY
TFAVORII
PEERESS
STUDOM
cLAssois
SGOMPET
SOLI CUE
SCOMPLI
SAFATNY
GLASSPA
TASKD1F
PE?
051
053.
0512
SNAP15
SNAP17
SNAP 19
Alb
DI
04
05
ItA2
WA4
WA7
WA10
WA12
4417
!NSA
1NS9
1N513
1NS17
INS1.8
1NS22
1N524
1N532
NINS44
1N558
1N559
INti104
1NS107
INS109
1NS110
OEH22
CEh33
UEH65
REH66
OEH104
N1NS44

Univariate Summary Statistics: High School Climate
Scales and Observational Variables

PEAN

2.70254
2.0E1074
2.22920

_.1.02843
2.31802
1.08942
2.12205
2.62655
2.24103
1.93051
2.65220
2.01439
1.40602
2.15734
1.20028
1.10297
3.34897
1..72110
1.88555
2.08094

59.63764
2.10432

26.35290
25.85807
1814510
2.78480
1.26255

0.V7 7.5/ --
1.51'222
1.34742
2.37346
2.29734
1.01095
0.84540
_0.98691
0058722
0.50528
2.19000
_0.94321
2.61768-1'
1.60775
1.74341
0.93901.
0.44430,
0.392 !4
3.03360
0.60234
0.36024
1.11460

STANCARO
9EV I AT ICN

0,202:9
0.31555
0.20664
0.22557
0.27:22
0.43447
0.31484
0.3508'
0.27457
012E505
0.17078
0.21736
0.61147
0.44946
1.16183
0.29904
0.63953
0.59667
o.e41e5
1.07889

21.71245
2.60272
17.23905

_23.01068
1.890141
2.77721
2.02212

1.10433
0.67012
0.77726
_1.42447
2.2/400
0.59222
0.66571
_0.59202
3.47024

.0.6%224
1.63114
4.02190
0.01701
0.74362
0.63733
0.65261
0.44260
0.40704
1.61752
0.12900
0.42730
1.66134

SPALLEST
VALUE

2,30500
1.96000
1.00000
2.32000
1.50000
1.00030
1.31030
1.42000..
2.25010
1.02000
1.35000
1.14000
1.00300
0.0
0.0
0.0 _ _

/4.00000
0.0
0.66600
0.0._ .-

14.33500
0.0
0.0
0.0
080
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0,0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 _

010
0.0
0.0
3.0
0.66332
0.0
0.1
.0.0
o.a
0.0
o.c
0.01
0.0
0.0

LAriGEST
VALUE

3.9.7.250
3.04332
3.47000
3.67000
3.65000
3.403)0
3.59000
3.46000
4.00000
2.97000
3.80000
2.04000
3.00000
3.00300
3.00000
2.30000
4.00000
3.66600
05.00000
0.53094

100.04999
9.01665
76.36499
100.14999
8.76026
9.58014
7.51798
0.13417
4.71932
4.41508
3,04218
6.24900
4.06226
3.41074
'4.50990
4.06268
2.24054
3.18591
0.11911
5.16140
5.'1'09411
4.93457
344(1420
4.86416
1.84291
2.20901
7.67854
3.72290
1.76615
.9.16624

SKEWNESS.

*0.3(1
0.23

0.59
0.52
0.P5

0.16
-0.05
0.15
1.23
0.17
0.24

-0.33
0.59
0.66

_0.27
01.13
0.81
0.20
0.77
1.61
0.40
1.1P

_ 0.61
0.79
0.11

4-0.02
0.56
04A7
0.34
e.72
1.27
ce!:
1.13
1.3'71
1.72

-0406
1.46
0.P40.2
1.22
0.97

KuRicsIS
-001.
-0O1
-0,09
.7!0011

0420

0.91.

0.01
-0.14
-0.51
-0320

C.42
1.31

--1350
4.81
0.63
0.47

-0.28
-1.02
-0,7?
-.41.6()
-0.60
-0,1q

157
-0.20
-0.68

1,36
-0.31
-0.39.
-1.04
0.60
1 63

-0,27
1,161
1.21
3.35?
3.76

-0451
1.21

-0.31
4.W3

0.7M

1.5g
0.02
2'iP

VALU2S FOR KURTOSIS GREATER :THAN 2ERC. INCIGATE CISTRICLTICNS
1.t1Th raAvtek TAIL'S TF.AN-ThE NZRMAU*DISTRI5LTICN.
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Univariate Summary Statistics: Junior High School
Climate Scales and Observation Variables

STAN11,4PC SNALL.E.iT LAhGEST
YAK1AELE MEAN DEVIATION VALUE VALUO 5KOWNES5 KURTOSIS

TAFFCCT 341.3970 0.30810 2t20500 3179000 -0.47 -0,25
CROCKLY 2.14504 0.26sn4 2.14433 3.6'1667 -0.40 0.14TFAVCRIT 2.33212 0.34442 1.31000 3.40000 1,27 -0.17
P85RE51 _2.97040 0,207C7 2.36000. .346400 .0.04 n.11STUDDM 2.2076E 0.2994E 1.39000 3.40000 0.2" 0.25CLASSD1 ''.28348 0,43E47 1.28000 3.37000 0.04 -0,56
SCO:APET 2.48116 '0.24174 1,83000 14127000 0.1E -1,04SCLIGUE 2.78730 0.2(501 1.76000 3.413000 -.001 0.54 0.7esccmPL1 2.24246 0.26405 2.21001 . 3.83000 -1.47 0.56
SAPATI-f 2.07193 0.33430 1.22000 3401000 -0.03 -0.32CLASSPA 2,66442 0.41654 1.50000 4.00000 -0.22 -0.'7TASKUlf- _ 2.143

1 003 0,26E37 1.47000 .J.170) NA,_10 -0.5pe7 1.e07oe 0.65330 1.00010 3.00010 1,92 -0.19CS1 2.12187 0.41170 1.00000 3.03000 0.(C 1.11053 1.31727 1.108e7 0.0 3.00000 -1.13 -1.460512 1.08E84 . 0.20323 .040 1.91610 -1.45 11,41_SVAP15 3.56200 o.!tsel 1.18100 4.00000 -1.52 eosNAp17 1.74029 0.54571 0.0 3.33200 0.22 *3.01SNAP15 1.32387 0.80540 0216600 4.00000 0.62 -0.95415 2,08202 1.15414 0.0 7.35554 0.22 -1.00D1 57,04680 20.62756 10.111900 100.04,;(10 -3.01 -0.7204 2.11495 2.64055 040 8,74145 ()bee -0.6605 26.24545 14.51021 0.0 66,71591 0.17 -0.55AA2 22.24904 19.96097 0.0 87.28400 1.37 0.15*A4 1.02865 1402214 040 9,60720 14E6 2441MA7 2.49.531 2.96512 0.0 9,79694 0.10 -.1.22*410 1.32611 2.00128 0.0 1.29664 1.05 -0.49WA12 1.07654 ,1.54670 ____ 0,0 ___ 7,23573 1.24_ 0.631AA17 16%6592 1.27026 0.0 5.90964 0.80 C.01
11'158 1.6691e 0.74208 0.0 4.42719 0.66 0.771N59 1.25194 0.67517 0.0 3.1179T2 0.20 -0.451NS13 2,35279 _1,27424_ _ 0.0 0.82495 0.411 -0.101h517 2.40530 1.01969 0.0 7.59276 -0.38 -0.65INS18 1.28289 0.62844 0.0 3.83406 0,40 0.471N522 C.84025 0.5122C 0.0 3.77359 0.75 2,48
14.524 1.07924 _- 0.67135 0.0 __ _3.08058 0,39 -0.231N532 0.59232 0.55312 0.0 2.51794 0.10 0,45NINS34 0.51750 0357E73 0.0 3.75266 1.41 26/.161455e 2.60641 1.65'412 0.0 8.25813 0.50 -0.211N559 142(31.6 _ . 129.769 . 0.0 7.89203 1,32 ?,40PSSI 04 2,77621 OoMICIC '0,67002 :5260535 016 -3.29INSi 07 1.1516Q 0.67769 0.0 3. C81.67 1 04 2 11N5135 1.14.54 0.72200 0.0__ 4.1731: 0,25 -0.17INS!. IC 1337349 _0472272 0,3 4,34166 t ,r)f- 1.7286632 0.72440 0.57166 0.0 2.136007 0.61 0.15131H33 0:61047 0.52764 0,0 3.02820 0.a 1,30

Oh Man 2477112
0.3333J 0.72027

1.65456 0.0
0.0

8.1645f
1.86652

0.33
1.20

-C.12
1.7')8Eh1.04 0.52213 0.46500 0.0 1.1=;722 1.51 -0.57N/NS44 c.ezzcc 14242:2 3,0 64"!1902 1.74 ,,,a

VALLLS tc::: kur.T.c.'its CrCATLg' TAN n1C INOICAJC DIST1 LCUTICN.4 131MITh 1-5AVIIAIL5 TUIPN MO NORNAL LoISTNIULTICK.


